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FOREWORD

The scientific journal Geomatics, Landmanagement and Landscape challenges the 
stereotype about The University of Agriculture in Krakow as a scientific and research 
institute oriented exclusively towards agricultural, forest and veterinary sciences. Great 
credit for the change in the way our University is perceived goes to its researchers of the 
Faculty of Environmental Engineering and Land Surveying, who have contributed to 
creating this journal. And the authors publishing here play crucial role in showing how 
important is the integration of interdisciplinary research, even when it encompasses 
the different fields of sciences. 

In the current issue of the Geomatics, Landmanagement and Landscape the prob-
lems related to geodesy and cartography (understood as part of technical sciences), 
hydrology and revitalization (classified as branches of engineering, environmental 
protection and land reclamation) have been presented. This issue also discussed ques-
tions concerning spatial management as part of the agricultural, forest, veterinarian 
and technical and economic sciences. The results of the presented studies, related to 
computation of the corrections to sea level anomaly data due to centre of Earth mass 
variations, and to using the software tools such as jQuery JavaScript components to 
create interactive maps, are examples proving that reliable geodesic data are essential in 
any kind of scientific research, studies and engineering projects in environmental engi-
neering broadly understood. The data allow among other things to localize the flood 
risk areas on the basis of Digital Terrain Model. And analysis of flood risk requires 
using hydrological methods, which was shown in an article about the assessment of the 
influence of time of concentration on maximum flow in an urbanized watershed. The 
authors of the paper on revitalization have described the examples of cities, districts 
and post-industrial areas which thanks to the revitalization processes have been trans-
formed from vacant places and wastelands into objects with new, attractive functions. 
Yet another article looks at the agricultural use of lands in a  mountain village and  
it tries to prove the agricultural usefulness of grasslands due to the character of moun-
tain agriculture based on livestock and pasture farming. This short characteristics of 
the published articles of Polish authors shows how diverse are the problems addressed 
in GLL. 

Foreword
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Foreword6

I am convinced that the readers will find here the ideas that would inspire them to 
their own research, scientific cooperation with researchers from other academic insti-
tution, from Poland and abroad, and that it will lead not only to new publications, but 
also to projects and research implementations. 

Prof. dr hab. inż. Bogusław Michalec
Deputy Dean for full time studies 

in the Faculty of Environmental Engineering and Land Surveying 
University of Agriculture in Krakow 
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INFLUENCE OF TIME OF CONCENTRATION ON VARIATION 
OF RUNOFF FROM A SMALL URBANIZED WATERSHED 

Devendra M. Amatya, Agnieszka Cupak, Andrzej Wałęga 

Summary

The main objective of the paper is to estimate the influence of time of concentration (TC) on 
maximum flow in an urbanized watershed. The calculations of maximum flow have been car-
ried out using the Rational method, Technical Release 55 (TR55) procedure based on NRCS 
(National Resources Conservation Services) guidelines, and NRCS-UH rainfall-runoff model. 
Similarly, three methods were used to calculate the overland flow component of the TC: the 
Kerby method, the Morgali and Linsley method and the NRCS travel time method.
The TC was calculated in a watershed located in Krakow city in Poland, małopolskie voivode-
ship. Total area of the watershed has about 180 ha. It’s a highly urbanized watershed with a sig-
nificant land cover (29.6% of total area) influencing the runoff, in the form of an impervious 
industrial area. 
The highest value of time of concentration was achieved for Morgali and Lindley method in 
case of the subwatershed with dominant pervious areas, as opposed to the NRCS method for the 
subwatershed with dominant impervious areas. The highest value of TC was obtained for NRCS 
method. With reference to the whole watershed, the highest values of the time of concentration 
were obtained for the MorgaliandLindley method and the lowest for the Kerby formula. Based 
on this study, authors recomended the Kerby method for estimating TC for overland surface 
dominated areas because this method requires only a small number of input parameters, that 
are straightforward to estimate.

Keywords 

urban areas • travel time • NRCS method • Kerby method

1. Introduction 

Characterization of hydrologic processes of a  watershed in the context of drainage 
design requires estimation of time-response characteristics, which was used in hydro-
logic models and influence model response to rainfall from real or design storms 
[Roussel et al. 2005]. Generally, the time-response characteristics of a watershed hydro-
graph frequently is represented by time of concentration (TC). The time of concentra-
tion is the most widely used time parameter for hydrologic analysis. 
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The time of concentration is an idealized concept and is defined as the time taken by 
a water parcel of runoff to travel from the hydraulically most remote part of a watershed 
to its outlet, where remoteness relates to time of travel rather than distance [Maidment 
1993]. The author states that probably a  better definition is that it is the time after 
commencement of rainfall excess when all portions of the drainage basin are contrib-
uting simultaneously to flow at the outlet. It is one of the most important parameters 
for determining timing of direct runoff response of a  watershed to precipitation. The 
time of concentration is correlated to different watershed parameters such as watershed 
area, main channel length, basin slope, soil type, and vegetation (roughness) [McCuen 
1989]. Generally, the time of concentration is required for estimating peak discharge 
by the Rational method or the rainfall-runoff models [Fang at al. 2007, McCuen 1989]. 
In the context of the Rational method, TC represents the time at which all areas of the 
watershed will contribute to runoff at the watershed outlet. So, at the time equal to TC 
the watershed is fully contributing. When TC has been determined, storm duration is 
made equal to time of concentration [Ponce 1989]. On the other hand Banasik [2009], 
found that the higher peak flow caused by critical storm duration is higher than time 
of concentration. In turn, German Association of Water Management and Reclamation 
[DVWK 1984] suggests that the critical value of precipitation occurs in a time between 
the time of concentration (TC) and twice the TC. Weinerowska-Borys [2010] suggests 
that among many methods defining the time of concentration in urbanized watersheds, 
generally in Polish circumstances, values based on multipurpose guidelines are accepted. 
Often it leads to accept values of too short TC without considering actual conditions of 
runoff hydrograph shape, consequently leading to overestimation of maximum flows. 

The aim of the paper is to evaluate influence of time of concentration estimated by 
different methods on maximum flow rate in an urbanized watershed in Poland. The 
calculations of maximum flow rate have been carried out using Rational method and 
a method based on NRCS (National Resources Conservation Service) guidelines using 
Technical Release 55 (TR55) procedure and NRCS-UH rainfall-runoff model.

2. Site description 

The study watershed is located in within Krakow city in Poland, Małopolskie 
Voivodeship. Total area of the watershed is about 180 ha. It is a highly urbanized water-
shed in which a significant land cover from the runoff perspective is composed of an 
impervious industrial area (29.6% of total area). The general watershed characteristics 
is presented in Table 1. There are no open channels, streams, and storm sewage system 
in the watershed, resulting in only surface runoff. The study watershed is an uncon-
trolled one, with medium porous soils. The Drwinka Długa stream – a left tributary 
of Serafa, receives discharge from the study site. The watershed has often submergence 
caused by heavy storms; the last such event occurred in May 2010. For the purpose of 
the calculations the watershed was divided into two sub-watersheds A1 and A2, which 
have a different type of land cover; the permeable areas (meadows) are dominant in A1 
watershed, while the urbanized areas are dominat in A2. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of study watershed

Parameters
Sub-watershed

Total watershed
A1 A2

Area [km2] 0.81 0.99 1.80

Type of cover:
 Industrial areas [km2]
 Streets [km2]
 Meadows [km2] 
 Commercial areas [km2]

0.00
0.015
0.78
0.022

0.53
0.017
0.44
0.00

0.53 (29.6%)
0.032 (1.81%)
1.22 (67.37%)
0.022 (1.22%)

Flow length [km] 0.745 1.03 1.775

Weighted land slope [m · m–1] 0.0083 0.00304 0.00541

Watercourse slope [m · m–1] 0.00402 0.00304 0.00353

3. Materials and methods 

The surface runoff value from the watershed was calculated using Rational method, 
graphical method featured in TR55 procedure, and NRCS-UH rainfall-runoff model. 
In case of the Rational method, the flow culmination was evaluated for every sub-
watershed and for the whole watershed. The Rational method was tested here although 
the one subwatershed A2 and the whole watershed drainage area somewhat exceed the 
limit of 200 acres (80 ha) commonly suggested, although not any hard rule [Thompson 
et al. 2007]. In the TR55 procedure and rainfall-runoff model, calculations were carried 
out individually for both sub-watersheds, and calculated hydrographs for direct runoff 
were summed up at the outlet to obtain the runoff hydrographs for whole watershed.

The Rational method is based on a simple formula that relates runoff-producing 
potential of the watershed, the average intensity of rainfall for a particular length of 
time (the time of concentration), and the watershed drainage area. The rational formula 
is described by the following equation [Trommer et al. 1996]:

 Qp = C · q · A · 10–3 (1)

where:
Qp – peak discharge [m3 · s–1],
C – runoff coefficient [–],
q – rainfall intensity [dm3 · s–1 · ha–1],
A – watershed drainage area [ha].

The runoff coefficient, is a dimensionless ratio intended to indicate the amount of 
runoff generated by a watershed given an average intensity of precipitation for a storm. 
The coefficient represents the fraction of rainfall converted to runoff. The values of this 
coefficient have been established according to watershed land cover using published 
data [Ponce 1989]. For the settled C values the weighted-averages as a function of each 
land cover area were calculated.
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Because of absence of precipitation station at or the nearby the study watershed, 
the intensity of rainfall was evaluated using an empirical method – a regional equation 
elaborated by Bogdanowicz and Stachy [1998] for Poland, with the exception of moun-
tainous area. The magnitude of maximum rainfall with known time of duration and 
frequency of occurrence (Pmax(t,p)) is described by the following equation [Bogdanowicz 
and Stachy 1998]:
 Pmax(t,p) = 1.42 td

0.33 + α(–ln p)0.548 (2) 

where:
td – storm duration [min],
p – probability [–],
α – parameter of scale and position [mm].

At first the intensity in mm · min–1 was evaluated to convert the magnitude of maxi-
mum rainfall, which is expressed in mm per dm3 · s–1 · ha–1. Later it was multiplied by 
a constant value of 166.7 as a unit conversion factor. For the purpose of this paper, 
the intensity of rainfall for 1, 10 and 50% exceeding probability was evaluated. In the 
calculations of rainfall intensity, the time duration of rain was the same as the time of 
concentration (TC).

However, there are many methods available for estimating TC [McCuen 1989, 
Thompson et al. 2007]. Three methods were used to calculate the overland flow compo-
nent of the TC: the Kerby method, the Morgali and Linsley method and the NRCS travel 
time method. In hydrological practice in Poland, the Kerby method is usually used.

Kerby [Roussel et al. 2005] provides a method to estimate using the following equa-
tion:

 t L n
Sc =
⋅ ⋅0 606 0 467

0 234
. .

.
( )

 (3)

in which, tc is the time of concentration in hours, L is length of the principal watercourse 
from outlet to divide in km, n is the roughness factor and S is slope between maximum 
and minimum elevation in meters per meter. The values of n coefficient were defined 
based on characteristic of watershed land cover [Ponce 1989]. This method is generally 
used for areas dominated by surface overland runoff [McCuen 1989, Thompson et al. 
2007].

The TC, according to Morgali and Linsley [Aron and Erborge 1973] is described by 
the following equation:

 t L n
i Sc =
⋅ ⋅
⋅

0 94 0 6

0 4 0 3

. .

. .

( )
 (4)

in which, tc time of concentration in min., L is length of the principal watercourse 
from outlet to divide in feet, n is Manning’s roughness coefficient, S is slope between 
maximum and minimum elevation in feet per feet and i is rainfall intensity in inches 
per hour. This method was tested here although it was recommended for urban areas 
less than 5–10 ha [Thompson et al. 2007]. 
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Rainfall intensity for the watershed, in this method, is estimated using the 2-year 
recurrence interval. Rainfall duration, which is watershed specific, is computed by an 
iterative process.

According to the NRCS guideline, it is necessary to add many different times of 
travel resulting from different field conditions that runoff flows through to reach the 
point of investigation for the TC estimate. Water moves through a watershed as sheet 
flow, shallow concentrated flow, swales, open channels, street gutters, storm sewers, or 
some combination of these. The total time of concentration, TC, is the sum of all runoff 
travel times. As there is only surface runoff in the watershed, both the sheet flow and 
shallow concentrated flow were included in calculation of the time of concentration 
using the NRCS method. 

Sheet flow is the flow over plane surfaces (parking lots, farm fields, lawns, etc.). 
It usually occurs in the headwater of streams. With sheet flow, the friction value 
(Manning’s n) is an effective roughness coefficient that includes the effect of rain drop 
impact; drag over the plane surface; obstacles such as litter, vegetation, crop ridges, and 
rocks; and erosion and transportation of sediment. Travel time (tT), in hours, for sheet 
flow is computed using NRCS [1986]:

 t L n
I ST =
⋅ ⋅
⋅

0 007 0 8

2
0 5 0 4

. .

. .
( )

( )
 (5)

in which, L is length of the principal watercourse from outlet to divide in feet, n is 
Manning’s roughness coefficient, S is slope between maximum and minimum elevation 
in feet per feet and I2 is 2-year, 24 hour rainfall intensity in inches. 

Shallow concentrated flow. After a maximum of 300 feet, sheet flow usually becomes 
shallow concentrated flow. The average velocity for this flow can be determined from 
nomogram.

With an objective to conduct a comparison of the results of flow as impacted by the 
time of concentration, calculations were conducted for the urbanized study watershed 
according to the Rational method, the TR55 procedure, and the NRCS-UH model in 
HEC-HMS 3.4. The TR55 procedure details are found elsewhere [NRCS 1986]. TR–55 
procedure includes four regional rainfall time distributions. All four distributions are 
for a 24-hour period. In our calculations the Ia rainfall distribution curve was consid-
ered, because according to Banasik [2009], it matches most closely to the time distribu-
tion of rainfall found in Poland. The size of surface runoff is defined in accordance with 
the method elaborated by NRCS (previously SCS) with the use of a curve number (CN) 
parameter. Determination of CN depends on the watershed’s soil and land cover condi-
tions, which the model represents as a hydrologic soil group, cover type, treatment, 
and hydrologic condition. The very critical parameter in the method described above 
is the time of concentration. The peak discharge is determined by a graphical method 
but the runoff hydrograph is calculated using the dimensional unit hydrograph from 
a Tabular Hydrograph. The unit peak discharge used in the graphical method is similar 
in concept to the runoff coefficient of the Rational method.
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The basis of the study of NRCS-UH model was to test it with numerous unit hydro-
graphs obtained for watersheds with different characteristics and locations. The dimen-
sionless unit hydrograph could be expressed by means of a triangular unit hydrograph. 
The flow rate in culmination of the unit hydrograph is described by the relationship 
[Belete 2009]:

 q c A PE
tp
p

= ⋅ ⋅  (6)

 t D tp lag= +
2

 (7)

where:
c – conversion coefficient,
A – watershed area [km2],
tp – time to peak [h],
D – time of duration of effective precipitation [h],
PE – unit effective precipitation with 1 mm height,
tlag – lag time [h].

The lag time, tlag, has been described as a function of time of concentration in the 
following relationship:
 tlag = 0.6 · tc (8)

where, the time of concentration was established according to the NRCS method. 
The calculations were made using the HEC-HMS 3.4 program [US ACE 2009] and 
all assumptions for distribution of precipitation and its weight, CN parameter, and 
watershed structure were made following the TR55 procedure. Some of the discus-
sions on these three methods of estimating the time of concentration are provided by 
[Thompson et al. 2007].

4. Results and discussion 

In table 2, the calculated results of runoff coefficient and times of concentration accord-
ing to the above described methods are shown. Because of dominance of pervious 
areas, the weighted-average runoff coefficient of the A1 watershed is much lower than 
that of the impervious A2 watershed. In case of A2 watershed, where the impervious 
areas cover almost 54% of its total area, the value of this coefficient is about 71% higher 
than in case of the A1 watershed. This difference in the C coefficient value is a result 
of quick response of rainfall on A2 watershed from the watershed. The value of the 
runoff coefficient for the whole watershed equal 0.295 was because of the considerable 
proportion of pervious areas in the watershed (over 67% of total area – Table 1). Those 
proportions of impervious areas in the watershed have repercussions on the values of 
the time of concentration. It is noticed in the example of TC calculated by Kerby and 
Morgali and Linsley methods. In case of the A1 watershed, for both methods, the time 
of concentration is greater than that of the much more impervious A2 watershed. For 
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Kerby and Morgali and Linsley methods, the TC evaluated for A1 watershed is about 
53% higher than for the A2 watershed. It is worthy noting the large differences in evalu-
ated values of time of concentration for both the described methods. The values of TC 
obtained from Morgali and Linsley method is about 53% higher from those received 
from Kerby method. Roussel et al. [2005] have observed the similar tendency in their 
study. These differences have resulted from different approach of TC evaluation used 
in both the methods, but mostly from different values of coefficient of flow resistance, 
which is found in described methods. For example, in case of the A1 watershed the 
value of the coefficient n in Kerby method was 0.2 and in Morgali and Linsley only 0.05. 
In the second method the n values are identical to those given by Manning-Strickler. 
In case of the A2 watershed, the differences in values of coefficient of flow resistance 
are lower. The second reason of these differences is the presence of the rain factor as 
a  rainfall with two years of return period in Morgali and Linsley formula. In Kerby 
method, the time of concentration is only a function of watershed characteristic. The 
times of concentrations estimated here in Table 2 are well within the range of 10 to 
300 min recommended by U.S. Texas Department of Transportation when using the 
Rational method [Thompson et al. 2007].

Table 2. Calculated runoff coefficients and time of concentration for the study watershed

Characteristic
Sub-watershed

All watershed
A1 A2

Weighted runoff coeff. [–] 0.124 0.436 0.295

Time of concentration [min], according to:
 Kerby
 Morgali and Linsley
 NRCS

 54.34
117.68
 40.68

25.68
54.65
61.92

 80.02
 172.33
102.6

A very important parameter in Morgali and Linsley and NRCS methods is intensity 
of precipitation. To evaluate the intensity of precipitation, the empirical formula elabo-
rated by Bogdanowicz-Stachy was used in case of the study watershed. The precipita-
tion curves with 1, 10 and 50% probability of exceedance and time of duration from 
1 to1440 min are shown in Figure 1. The method used to calculate the value of the 
precipitation properly describes the real progress of precipitation in the Krakow area. 
According to Cebulak et al. [2000], the precipitation with 24 hour duration and 1% 
exceedance probability equals to 100–110 mm, 10%–70 mm and 50%–40 mm, respec-
tively. The values of these precipitations had been developed based on distribution of 
Fishera-Tippeta III max and the data from years 1951–1997. The values of 24-hour 
duration precipitation obtained from Bogdanowicz-Stachy method for 1%, 10%, and 
50% exceedance probability were 94 mm, 67.5 mm, and 41.4 mm, respectively.

To evaluate the time of concentration as per the TR55 procedure, a sheet flow was 
assumed in the first parts of the A1 watershed with flat and pervious surfaces (roads), 
and the formula (5) was adopted for calculating the travel time. In the remaining part 
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of the A1 watershed and for the whole length of runoff path in the A2 watershed, a shal-
low concentrated flow was assumed. The calculated time of concentration value for the 
A1 watershed was the lowest based on v the described methods. However, its value 
is higher relative to those evaluated for the much more pervious A2 watershed. This 
has resulted from the fact that the velocity of runoff, in case of shallow concentrated 
flow, was based for the roughness coefficient n equal to 0.025 [SHA 2005], which is 
much higher in comparison with the one (0.011) obtained from Morgali and Linsley 
method In general, the NRCS method based values of time of concentration for the 
whole watershed are higher by about 22% in comparison with the Kerby method and 
lower by about 40% in comparison with the Morgali and Linsley method. According 
to Fang et al. [2007], TC estimated using the velocity method is subject to large vari-
ation, dependent on the approach and parameters selected by the analyst responsible 
for estimating the flow velocity. Precise estimation of some of the input parameters 
for the NRCS travel-time method is difficult. In particular, repeatable application of 
Manning’s equation using generalized measures of geometry and roughness that are 
representative of the hydraulic and hydrologic processes influencing the watershed is 

Fig. 1. Relationship between precipitation depth and duration for different probabilities  
of exceedance
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difficult. Overall, the time of concentration developed by Kerby method has a greater 
recurrence of the results in comparison with the NRCS method, and therefore, this 
method is much more preferred to the NRCS method by the hydrologists [Roussel et al. 
2005]. A considerable simplification of estimation of parameters and a big effectiveness 
of the NRCS method can be obtained for the assessment of runoff by GIS techniques 
[Green and Nelson 2002].

The values of time of concentration have effects on the maximum flow values – 
Table 3. In case of the Rational method in A1 watershed, the biggest maximum flow 
with 1% exceedance probability has been observed for TC calculated by the NRCS 
method, and the lowest for the TC obtained by the Morgali and Linsley formula. As 
it was stated before, the values of time of concentration have influenced on the results 
of flow calculations. Its high values on A1 watershed was almost 118 min, which was 
the reason for the very small value of flow – 0.59 m–3 · s–1. An opposite situation was 
obtained in case of the impervious A2 watershed. The lowest value of TC of 26 min was 
obtained by Kerby formula resulted in the highest value of runoff (7.59 m–3 · s–1) of all 
the comparable methods. The lowest values of flow were obtained for the TC calculated 
by the NRCS method. Comparing the results of Q1% for the three methods of estimat-
ing TC with reference to the whole watershed, it can be ascertained that the highest 
value of 4.15 m–3 · s–1 was obtained for the TC defined by the Kerby method and the 
lowest for the TC defined by the Morgali and Linsley formula. The Q1% flow calculated 
by Kerby formula was higher than those from the other two methods by about 17 and 
44%. For comparison, the maximum flow using the Rational method for rainfall event 
recorded at Jagiellonian University precipitation station has been calculated as 99 m3 · 
s–1 in 120 min. In addition, the highest rainfall event was noted from the beginning of 
precipitation observed in Krakow [Niedźwiedź 1988], which is about 1 km away from 
the study watershed. For calculating the time of concentration, it was assumed equal to 
the time of rainfall event duration, e.g. 120 min. It was the same time of rainfall dura-
tion for each of the sub-watersheds. In terms of the extreme duration of rainfall, the 
values of maximum flow exceeded those obtained from the other described methods, 
except for the A2 watershed. The smallest differences were observed in case of the A1 
watershed that is characterized by considerable parts of pervious areas, in which a big 
part of rainfall is lost by interception and infiltration. In watersheds where the impervi-
ous areas are dominant, the differences were much bigger. However, in case of the A2 
watershed the highest flow noted was for the TC calculated using the Kerby formula. 
Maximum flow with 1% exceedance probability, calculated for the whole watershed 
based on the observed rainfall was the highest one in comparison to the two other 
methods. In summary, the highest values of flow by the Rational method were obtained 
when the time of concentration was calculated using the Kerby method. In case of 
the watershed where pervious areas are dominant, the differences between the NRCS 
and Kerby methods were found insignificant. However, the value of the flow calculated 
using the Morgali and Linsley method in calculation of the time of concentration was 
considerably different. It seems that this method, in this case, is of no use in calculation 
of runoff. In case of the impervious watershed, differences between flows are clearly 
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insignificant between the NRCS and Morgali and Linsley methods, but the values 
obtained by the Kerby method were markedly different.

In Table 3, the values of Q1% calculated using the TR55 procedure and rainfall-
runoff model based on the NRCS unit hydrograph are presented. In case of both the 
methods the value of CN parameter was assumed equal to 80 for the A1 watershed 
and 84 for A2. There was only a small difference of 4% in Q1% values between these 
methods, in case of A1 watershed, Since these values increase with the increase of 
degree of imperviousness, it reached almost 30% for the A2 watershed. In general, the 
values of Q1% flows obtained from the NRCS-UH model were higher by about 21.4% 
compared to these calculated by TR55. The differences in results could be due to other 
values of initial abstraction or differences in calculations of flow in culmination of unit 
hydrograph. It is very interesting to note that the values of Q1% for the whole watershed 
calculated by the Rational method with TC value evaluated by Kerby formula and by 
the TR55 are almost similar.

Table 3. Comparison of Q1% in m3 · s–1 calculated from rational method, TR55 procedure and 
for different times of concentration 

Method
Sub-watershed

All watershed
A1 A2

Rational method:
TC from:
 Kerby
 MorgaliandLinsley
 NRCS
 Observed precipitation

1.04
0.59
1.29
1.39

7.59
4.46
4.06
5.91

4.15
2.32
3.43
7.30

NRCS method from TR55 model 1.83 2.41 4.12

NRCS – UH model 1.902 3.43 5.243

The comparison of hydrographs of surface runoff obtained from the TR55 and 
NRCS methods using the HEC-HMS 3.4 program are presented in Figures 2 and 3, 
respectively. The progress of the hydrographs is similar in both the cases, the largest 
differences are noticed at the beginning of the rise; the NRCS-UH method gets the 
better image of the watershed response from the beginning of the runoff. In case of 
both the methods, a rapid A2 watershed response of the rain has been observed, with 
higher runoff from much more impervious watershed. The volume of the runoff from 
A2 watershed equaled 38500 m3 and from A2 – 74500 m3 for NRCS method. The total 
value of runoff from the study watershed equaled 113000 m3, which was on the response 
of the 1% exceedance storm. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of hydrographs for 1% storm from TR55 model for analyzed watershed

Fig. 3. Comparison of hydrographs for 1% storm from NRCS-UH model for analyzed water-
shed
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5. Conclusions 

Based on the calculations following results and conclusions are summarized:
1. The increase in impervious degree of watershed influenced on the faster response of 

the storm. It resulted in decrease of time of concentration and increase in the value 
of runoff.

2. In case of the watershed with dominant pervious areas, the highest value of time of 
concentration was achieved for Morgali and Lindley method. On the other hand, in 
watershed with dominant impervious areas, the highest value of TC was obtained 
for the NRCS method. With reference to the whole watershed, the highest values of 
time of concentration were obtained for the Morgali and Lindley method and the 
lowest for the Kerby formula.

3. Based on the results for the study, the Morgali and Lindley method is not recom-
mend for TC evaluation for pervious area dominated watersheds, because the val-
ues of this parameter were substantially higher in comparison to the other methods, 
which, in consequence, leads to get the insignificant values of runoff.

4. The values of runoff obtained from TR55 procedure is higher in comparison with 
those calculated using the Rational method, and also that using the TC value ac-
cording to Morgali and Lindley or NRCS method, but in case of Kerby method they 
were similar.

5. In consideration of ease of calculations and only a  small number of parameters 
in TC calculation, the Kerby method is recommended, more so for the areas with 
more overland surface runoff [McCuen 1989]. The alternate option could also be 
the NRCS method, but only with precise calculations of all parameters including 
those especially important in this method, like a roughness coefficient or a runoff 
road characteristic.

6. The hydrographs of surface runoff obtained from both the TR55 and the NRCS-UH 
based rainfall-runoff model have a similar shape and demonstrate the watershed 
response of the storm. 

7. The TR55 procedure can be used in case of a  necessity of knowledge of flow in 
culmination and the shape of surface runoff hydrograph on impervious watersheds 
with small areas. 
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THE PROPOSITION OF A NEW DAMPING FUNCTION  
FOR OUTLIERS IN THE ADJUSTMENT PROCESS 

Tadeusz Gargula 

Summary

This study proposes of new damping function in the robust estimation process. The formulae for 
a behaviour of the damping function were provided and a diagram of adjustment process was 
presented. The numerical examples are given in order to assess the efficiency of the proposed 
computational algorithm in accomplishing a typical geodetic task with outliers or gross errors. 

Keywords 

outliers • robust estimation • dumping function • conic curve 

1. Introduction 

The adjustment of geodetic surveys is usually made by the standard least-square adjust-
ment method (LSQ). It belongs to the wide range of the so-called M-estimation meth-
ods [Wiśniewski 2005]. LSQ is called a neutral method of surveying adjustment, in 
which random errors (including gross errors) are dispersed in a surveying system on 
condition that the residual sum of squares is minimal. Thanks to it the results without 
a gross error can be contaminated and that will have negative influence on determined 
parameters (e.g. coordinates). Among M-estimation methods a group of robust estima-
tions can be singled out [Kadaj 1980, 1988, Kamiński and Wiśniewski 1992, Wiśniewski 
2008, Xu 2005], aimed at detection and elimination of outliers. 

One of the ways of carrying out a  robust estimation consists in modification of 
weight function as a goal function in the LSQ method, that is in introduction of the 
so-called damping function in the adjustment process [Wiśniewski 2005]. Among the 
most popular damping functions are that of Hampel’s [1971], Huber’s [1964], Danish 
[Prószyński and Kwaśniak 2002], and the functions proposed by the author of this 
paper: the QDF [Gargula 2007] and EDF methods [Gargula and Krupiński 2007, 
Gargula 2010]. Two examples of these functions are shown in Figure 1. 

Modification of the LSQ method consists in multiplying the initial weights pi, or 
diagonal elements of weight matrix P, by adequate damping indices (v– i ): 
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 P = =diag{ ;      }p i ni 1 2, , ...,  (1)

  =p pi i if v–· ( ) (2)

where: 
n – number of observations, 
pi

 – modified weights.

Source: author’s study

Fig. 1. Examples of damping functions: the Hampel’s function [1971], the ‘elliptic’ function 
(EDF) [Gargula and Krupiński 2007] (LSQ – least-square adjustment method,  
v–  – standardized residual, f(v– )  – damping function, k, ko – control parameters of damping 
functions)

–k k0

1 Ellipse

a) b)

1

–k 0

f v(–)

v–

f v(–)

v–

k

LSQ

–kO kO

The damping indices  f(v– )  are calculated for the determined standardized residual 
values v– i . Standardisation involve the initial residual vi, that is the residual obtained by 
the LSQ method (first step of robust estimation): 

 v v
Qi
i

ii

=  (3)

The indices Qii are diagonal elements of variance-covariance matrix of residual 
vector v: 

 Q P A A PA Av 
T T= ( )− −−1 1  (4) 

where: A – matrix of indices of residual equation system

After calculating new weights (2) another stage (iteration) of robust estimation 
follows, that is residual estimation by the LSQ method with using modified weight 
matrix. 

The proposition of a  new damping function will consist in introducing some 
changes in the behaviour of the EDF function (Figure 1b) with the aim of ‘smoothing’ 
the passage from the range of damping the observations <–k, k> to the range of elimi-
nation (rejecting) of observations v ki > .
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2. The proposed damping function 

The general equation of conic curve (ellipse) of semi-axis length a, b can be written in 
the coordinate system as presented in Figure 1b [Bronsztejn and Siemiendiajew 1990]: 

 v
a

f v
b

2

2

2

2 1+ ( ) =  (5)

On the assumption that a = k and b = 1, the equation of damping function EDF 
(Figure 1b) can be written as follows [Gargula and Krupiński 2007]:

 f

for v

f v v
k

for v k k

for v k

i

i
i

i

i

=

=

( ) = − ∈ −

>











1 0

1

0

2

2 ;  (6)

The damping function proposed in this study is a spline, consisting of a fragment 
of conic curve and two tangents at points ko and –ko. In Figure 2 two examples of func-
tions f1 and f2 are shown, differing by tangents points (ko(1), ko(2)) of an ellipse and a line 
segment. For the purposes of this study the working notation: ELDF (elliptical and 
linear damping function) has been suggested. The efficiency of appropriate dampening 
influence on the outliers will depend on the behaviour of the proposed function. 

Source: author’s study

Fig. 2. The proposed damping functions (k, ko, kor – control parameters of damping function)

–k 0

1

Ellipse

–kr(1)

f v(–)

v–

f2 Tangents tof1

–kr(2) –ko(2) –ko(1) k kr(1)kr(2)ko(2)ko(1)

The initial equation of a tangent line to an ellipse at a point ko can be expressed as 
below [Bronsztejn and Siemiendiajew 1990]:

 f v f v k f v k v ko o o( ) − =( ) = ′ =( ) ⋅ −( )  (7)

 f v k k
ko
o=( ) = −1
2

2  (8)
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 ′ =( ) = −

−

f v k k

k k
k

o
o

2 0
2

21

 (9)

where: 
f v ko=( )  – value of EDF function (6) at a point ko; 
′ =( )f v ko  – a derivative of this function for v ko= . 

Therefore the ultimate form of the tangent equation will be as follows: 

 f v k

k k
k

v k

k k
k

k
k

o( ) = −

−

⋅ +

−

+ −
2 0

2

2

0
2

2 0
2

2

0
2

2

1 1

1  (10)

In order to determine the intersection point kr of a tangent to horizontal axis (Figu- 
re 2), that is the point of rejection of outliers from the adjustment process, the equation 
(10) would be transformed for a value of a function f v kr=( ) = 0. The result would be: 

 k k
kr
o

=
2

 (11)

Analogically to (10), one gets an equation of a tangent at a point v ko= − :

 f v k

k k
k

v k

k k
k

k
k

o( ) =

−

⋅ +

−

+ −
2 0

2

2

0
2

2 0
2

2

0
2

2

1 1

1  (12)

At the end of this derivation a  full notation of the proposed damping function 
(ELDF) can be compiled as follows:

 f

for v

f v v
k

for v k k

f v k

k k
k

v k

i

i
i

i o o

i
o

i

=

=

( ) = − ∈ −

( ) = −

−

⋅ +

1 0

1

1

2

2

2 0
2

2

;

00
2

2 0
2

2

0
2

2

1

1

0

k k
k

k
k

for v k k

for v k

i o r

i r

−

+ − ∈ (

>


















;
 (13)

From the damping function equation (13) it directly results the following notation 
of weight function: 
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 p v f p

p for v

v
k

p for v k k
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 (14)

Later in this study the derived equations (13), (14) will be tested on practical exam-
ples.

3. Numerical examples – calculation plan 

Calculation examples would refer to two forms of the proposed damping functions 
(Figure 2):
• the function f1 for k0(1) = 0.5k (the method would be described as ELDF1),
• the function f2 for k0(2) = 0.7k (ELDF2).

The equation of the proposed damping function, expressed in a general form (10) 
for a definite value of the parameter k0 takes the following form: 

 f v
k

v1
0 5

0 75
1

0 75
( ) = −

⋅
⋅ +.

. .
 (15)

 f v
k

v1
0 5

0 75
1

0 75
( ) = −

⋅
⋅ +.

. .
 (16)

The value of the boundary parameter kr, denoting rejection of observations (see 
Figure 2), would be adequately: 

 
k kr 1 2( ) =  (17)

 
k kr 1

10
7( ) =

 (18)

To check the suggested damping functions the example of adjustment of simple 
levelling net (junction point in levelling net) was used, as presented in Figure 3. Initial 
data are included in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Initial data for numerical example 

Nr
(i)

Benchmark height 
Ri [m]

Height differences 
hi [m]

Mean calculation 
errors
mi [m]

Approximate height  
of point P

(H’i = Ri + hi) [m]

1
2
3
4

214.000
216.000
217.000
219.000

0.991
–1.002
–1.994
–3.947

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004

214.991
214.998
215.006
215.053

Approximate value of unknown h0 = 214.991

To compare the results the computations (the adjustment of observations and 
height calculation) will be done in a few variants: 
• variant 1: the standard method of least squares (LSQ),
• variant 2: the EDF method (Figure 1b, equation 6),
• variant 3: the ELDF1 method (Figure 2, function f1, equations 15, 17)
• variant 4: the ELDF2 method (Figure 2, function f2, equations 16, 18)
• variant 5: the least-square method used with rejection of outliers (LSQ*).

4. Adjustment by EDF1 method 

The detailed algorithm of the procedure will be shown on the example of the chosen 
method ELDF1, and then the results of all the methods would be compared. The models 
used in the least-square adjustment method are available in handbooks on adjustment 
computations [Wiśniewski 2005, Ghilani 2005]. 

Observation equations (standard and matrix notations)

 h v H H Ri i i+ = + −0 δ  (19)

where: ho – approximate height of the determined point

 V = AX – L (20)

Source: author’s study

Fig. 3. Test levelling net (Ri – benchmarks, P – calculated point, hi – measured height differences)
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Weights and weight matrix 

 p
mi

i

= 1
2  (21)

P = diag{0.625; 0.625; 0.625; 0.625}

Finding the unknown and residual vector (by LSQ method)

 X = (ATPA)–1 · ATPL = dh = 21 mm

 V = [21   14   6   –41]T

Standardization of residuals (3), (4)

diag{Qv} = {12; 12; 12; 12}

V T T= { } =[ ] = −[ ]v ii ;    1 4 6 06 4 04 1 73 11 84, ... , . . . .
It is assumed that the boundary criterion of damping function is k = 6 [Wiśniewski 
2005, Gargula and Krupiński 2007]. Auxiliary parameters, according to (11) and (15) 
would have the value ko = 3 and kr = 12. Following (13), these parameters of a damping 
function would be checked with regard to what ranges belong the specific standardized 
residuals; on this basis a damping index f vi( )would be determined. The calculations 
are made as an iteration process. The initial iteration (j = 0) includes results obtained 
by the standard LSQ method. 

Iteration j = 0
V V P P0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )= = =;  ;  v vi i

Damping indices f v1( )  and damping function F V 0( )( )

v k k f v
k

v

v k k f v

o r

o r

1
0

1 1

2
0

0 5
0 75

1
0 75

0 57( )

( )

∈ ( → ( ) = −
⋅
⋅ + =

∈ ( →

; .
. .

.

; 22 2

3
0

3
3
2

2

0 5
0 75

1
0 75

0 77

1 0

( ) = −
⋅
⋅ + =

∈ − → ( ) = − =( )

.
. .

.

; .

k
v

v k k f v
v
ko o 996

0 5
0 75

1
0 75

0 024
0

4 4

0

v k k f v
k

v

dia

o r
( )

( )

∈ − −( → ( ) =
⋅
⋅ + =

( ) =

; .
. .

.

F V gg 0 57 0 77 0 96 0 02. . . .{ }
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One can see that the observation h4 (distinctly differing from the others) obtained very 
low damping index f v4 0 02( ) = . , which would mean practically zero weight in the 
next stage of adjustment. 

Iteration j = 1 

P F V P1 0 0 0 036 0 048 0 060 0 0012( ) ( ) ( )= ( ) ⋅ = { }diag . . . .

X A P A A P LT T1 1 1 1 1 9 06( ) ( ) − ( ) ( )= ( ) ⋅ = =δH .

V = AX L1 1 9 06 2 06 5 94 52 94( ) ( ) − = − −[ ]. . . . Τ

diag diagQ P A A P A AV
T T1 1 1 1 1

28 07 20 78 16 67 8( ) ( ) − ( ) −{ } = ( ) − ( ){ } = . . . 000{ }

V
T T1 1 1 4 1 97 0 55 1 90 1 88( ) ( )= { } =[ ] = − −[ ]v ii ; ,..., . . . .

All standardised residuals vi
1( ) obtained at this stage belong to the range −k ko o; , and 

so the damping indices (diagonal elements of damping function) will be determined 
according to the function described by the equation (6):

F V 1 0 94 1 00 0 95 0 95( )( ) = { }diag . . . .
Because the values of the matrix damping function are close to unity, subsequent 

iteration (j = 2) will introduce only insignificant changes in the results of the damping 
(at the level below 0.1 mm). Therefore the results obtained in this iteration (j = 1) will 
be used in the final adjustment of observations and of unknown (the height of a point). 

5. The analysis of the results 

According to the procedure outlined in the above section, the calculations were made 
with EDF function (6) and ELDF2 function (16). The final results are presented in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. The results of the adjustment – comparison

The stage of adjustment No. LSQ EDF ELDF1 ELDF2 LSQ*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Initial observations 
hi [m]

1 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991

2 –1.002 –1.002 –1.002 –1.002 –1.002

3 –1.994 –1.994 –1.994 –1.994 –1.994

4 –3.947 –3.947 –3.947 –3.947 –

Standardized residuals  
vi  

1 – 6.06 6.06 6.06 –

2 – 4.04 4.04 4.04 –

3 – 1.73 1.73 1.73 –

4 – –11.84 –11.84 –11.84 –
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Control parameters of 
the damping function – – K = 6

k = 6
ko = 3
kr = 12

k = 6
ko = 4.2
kr = 8.6

–

Final weights 
pi [m–2]

1 0.0625 0.000 0.036 0.026 0.0625

2 0.0625 0.046 0.048 0.046 0.0625

3 0.0625 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.0625

4 0.0625 0.000 0.001 0.000 –

Unknown δh [mm] – 21.0 11.5 9.1 9.3 7.3

Final residuals 
vi [mm]

1 21.0 11.5 9.1 9.3 7.3

2 14.0 4.5 2.1 2.3 0.3

3 6.0 –3.5 –5.9 –5.7 –7.7

4 –41.0 –50.5 –52.9 –52.7 –

Adjusted unknown 
hP [m] – 215.0120 215.0025 215.0001 215.0003 214.9983

Adjusted observations
(hi + vi) [m]

1 1.0120 1.0025 1.0001 1.0003 0.9983

2 –0.9880 –0.9975 –0.9999 –0.9997 –1.0017

3 –1.9880 –1.9975 –1.9999 –1.9997 –2.0017

4 –3.9880 –3.9975 –3.9999 –3.9997 –

LSQ – standard least-square method 
EDF – adjustment method based on damping function proposed in [Gargula and Kru- damping function proposed in [Gargula and Kru-Gargula and Kru-

piński 2007, Gargula 2010]
ELDF1, ELDF2 – adjustment method based on damping function proposed in this study 
LSQ* – standard least-square method after rejection of outlier h4

The comparison of results allow to make a numerical analysis aimed at formulating 
the final conclusions as to the proposed damping function. The sample of observational 
data are chosen in such a way that one of the observation (h4) is distinctly different 
than others in the context of the obtained adjustment results (the height of the junction 
point hp – Figure 3).

The adjustment of observations according to the standard LSQ method (Table 2, 
column 3), as it can be easily seen, causes the dispersion of a gross error and weighs 
down on the final results (hp = 215.0120). However, the analysis of final residual values 
opens up a possibility of identifying the suspected observation (v4 = –41.0 mm), but the 
studied example applies to homogenous observations. In case of adjusting the observa-
tion systems of various types (angle, linear, elevation), identifying the outlier at this 
stage would be difficult.

Using the EDF function to adjustment of observation (column 4) leads to indica-
tion of standardized residuals values, which contain more precise information about 
the occurrence of gross error ( v4 = –11.84). As a result, the observation is practically 
eliminated and obtains zero weight (numerically we ascribe to it the weight close to 
zero, e.g. 0.00001, because a diagonal element of a weight function cannot equal zero). 
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However the standard parameter value k = 6 adopted here [Gargula and Krupiński 
2007] eliminates the observation h1, because v1 = 6.06 (outside the accepted range). So 
the final result of the equation (hp = 215.0025; almost 10 mm difference in comparison 
to LSQ) is probably closer to the real value, but its reliability is low – only 1 outlier. 

The ELDF1 damping function (for an adopted criterion ko = 0.5k, column 5) does 
not exclude any observation, but observation h4 obtains very low weight (0.001) due 
to close proximity of its standardized residual (= –11.84) of a boundary value kr = 12. 
However one intuitively expects that the outlier should be excluded from the adjust-
ment process, so (for comparison purposes) the higher value of the control parameter 
was assumed: ko = 0.7k (ELDF2 function, column 6). This adjustment enhances the 
damping impact (in comparison with ELDF1) on potential observations on standard-
ized residuals within the range (Figure 2, equation 14). In this case the observation 
h4 has been eliminated (the weight equals 0.000), but it did not have significant influ-
ence on the final result (hp = 215.0003) in comparison with the ELDF1 method (hp = 
215.0001). It is related to the fact that already in the adjustment with the ELDF1 this 
observation obtained the weight close to zero (0.001).

The adjustment by the LSQ* method (after rejecting h4) leads to a  result (hp = 
214.9983) that differs by 2 mm from the result obtained by ELDF2 method. It should 
be remembered however that the ELDF2 function (like other damping functions: EDF, 
ELDF1) shows a different behavior than the function resulting from the standard LSQ 
method (see Figures 1a and 2).

6. Recapitulation and conclusions 

This study proposed a  way of using a  new damping function in the algorithm of 
robust estimation. In the behavior of the damping function (ELDF) one can single out 
a fragment of conic curve (ellipse) and two tangents at points defined by the control 
parameter ko and –ko. The necessary mathematical equations have been introduced and 
a diagram of adjustment process of geodesic observations have been presented. The 
studied damping function was tested on two practical examples. To compare the effects 
of damping the outliers, an adjustment was done with the use of the author’s damping 
function (EDF) and the standard least-square method.

The general conclusions are as follows:
• the ELDF method is effective in finding gross errors,
• the use of the ELDF function in robust estimation leads to elimination or reduction 

(damping) of gross error impact,
• in comparison with other functions (EDF, Hampel’s etc.) the new function can 

gradually pass from the damping of outliers to their elimination from the adjust-
ment process,

• apart from the standard parameter for standardized residuals (usually k = 6), the 
ELDF function has also the possibility of controlling (damping force) the additional 
parameter ko in the suggested range k k ko ∈ ( )0 5. ; , 
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• the control (steering) parameters k, ko can be adopted according to values proposed 
in this study or (with greater experience) their optimal values can be determined 
empirically. 
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CORRECTIONS TO SEA LEVEL ANOMALIES DATA  
DUE TO GEOCENTER MOTION 

Wiesław Kosek, Agnieszka Wnęk, Maria Zbylut-Górska 

Summary

The objective of this paper is computation of the corrections to sea level anomaly data due to cent-
er of Earth mass variations. The geocenter motion model was computed from the center of mass 
coordinates data determined from observations of space geodetic techniques such as Satellite 
Laser Ranging (SLR), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and Doppler Orbitography 
and Radiopositionig Integrated on Satellite (DORIS). In order to compute the geocenter motion 
model the center of mass coordinates data were filtered using wavelet based semblance filtering 
which allows computing a common signal in two time series. Based on determined geocenter 
motion model a correction to sea level anomalies (SLA) data due to geocenter motion was de-
termined. This kind of correction to sea level anomaly data is of the order of few millimetres 
and should be applied to altimetric measurements to refer them to the International Terrestrial 
Reference Frame (ITRF) Origin considered as the center of figure. 

Keywords

geocenter • sea level anomalies • wavelet based semblance filtering

1. Introduction 

The center of mass of the Earth (CM) is the centre of the whole Earth including its fluid 
layers such as atmosphere, oceans and continental waters. The CM is distinguished 
from the center of figure (CF) which is recognized as the origin of the International 
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). Due to mass redistributions in the Earth’s fluid 
layers the CM is instantaneous and its variations with respect to the CF are defined 
as geocenter motion [Petit and Luzum 2010]. Position of the geocenter has a signifi-
cant influence on altimetric measurements since altimetric satellites orbit around the 
instantaneous CM, while its orbits are determined in the ITRF with a  fixed origin 
(currently ITRF2008). 

Actually, geocenter time series are determined based on observations from all 
satellites geodesy techniques such as Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Global Navigation 
Satellite System (GNSS) and Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositionig Integrated 
on Satellite (DORIS). Previous studies [Kosek et al. 2014] indicated that the DORIS, 
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GNSS and SLR geocenter time series show some agreement thus they were filtered 
using wavelet based semblance filtering. This kind of filtering enables computation 
a common signal in two time series, thus for this purpose the geocenter time series 
from different satellites techniques were grouped in the following pairs: GNSS-DORIS, 
SLR-GNSS, SLR-DORIS. The three common signals in geocenter time series were then 
used to construct a stochastic model of the geocenter motion. The obtained model was 
subsequently used to compute time corrections to the global sea level anomaly (SLA) 
data due to geocenter variations.

2. Data 

In the analyses the weekly geocenter time series from DORIS, GNSS and SLR were 
used.

SLR geocenter data named GEOC94–13.GCC–1 were computed by Astronomical 
Institute of the University of Bern and come from years 1994 – 2014 [Sosnica et al. 
2011, 2013]. The SLR geocenter time series is expressed in the SLR terrestrial reference 
frame (TRF) called SLRF2008 which is linked to the ITRF2008.

GNSS geocenter time series are combined solutions 5–4_igs.sum and are deliv-
ered by International GNSS Service (IGS) in 1994–2014 [IGS, 2014]. These geocenter 
time series are determined in IGS reference frame IGb08 which is also linked to the 
ITRF2008.

DORIS geocenter data set ign11wd01.geoc is available at Crustal Dynamics Data 
Information System (CDDIS) from 1994 to 2014 [Willis et al. 2005a, b, 2012] and is 
expressed in the ITRF2008.

3. Wavelet based semblance filtering 

In order to filter the geocenter time series obtained from observations of three inde-
pendent space techniques the wavelet semblance filtering [Cooper 2009] was applied. 
This type of filtering of the geocenter time series has been widely described by Kosek 
et al. [2014].

The wavelet semblance filtering allows computing a  common signal in two time 
series. In order to determine such signal, two time series were transformed into time-
frequency domain using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) with Shannon wave-
let functions. The computed wavelet transform coefficients of both time series were 
then used to estimate the semblance function. Assuming a fixed semblance threshold, 
zero values were assigned to wavelet transform coefficients of analysed time series, 
for which the semblance was below this threshold. Next, the inverse DWT was used 
to determine the common signals in three pairs SLR-DORIS, SLR-GNSS and GNSS-
DORIS of the considered time series by summing 6 filtered lowest frequency compo-
nents. Afterwards, to compute the common signals from the two time series of three 
pairs of satellites techniques the weighted averages were computed. The weights of the 
corresponding technique pairs were assumed as inversely proportional to the variances 
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of the corresponding filtered geocenter signals. Figures 1, 2 and 3 present the common 
signals in SLR-DORIS, SLR-GNSS and GNSS-DORIS pairs, respectively.

Source: authors’ study

Fig. 1. The common oscillations computed by the wavelet semblance filtering (threshold equal 
0.90) between the SLR (black) and DORIS (red) geocenter time series. Smoothed bright 
green lines correspond to the weighted average of common signals reconstructed using 
the 6 lowest frequency components
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Source: authors’ study

Fig. 2. The common oscillations computed by the wavelet semblance filtering (threshold equal 
0.90) between the SLR (black) and GNSS (blue) geocenter time series. Smoothed bright 
green lines correspond to the weighted average of common signals reconstructed using 
the 6 lowest frequency components
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The three common signals in geocenter time series were then used to construct 
a  stochastic model representing geocenter motion determined from observations of 
three independent techniques. Finally, the geocenter motion model [xg(t), yg(t), zg(t)]
was computed using the weighted average of three common signals. The weights of 
each technique pair were assumed as inversely proportional to the variance of the 
corresponding common signals. The final geocenter motion stochastic model is shown 
in Figure 4. 

Source: authors’ study

Fig. 3. The common oscillations computed by the wavelet semblance filtering (threshold equal 
0.90) between the GNSS (blue) and DORIS (red) geocenter time series. Smoothed bright 
green lines correspond to the weighted average of common signals reconstructed using 
the 6 lowest frequency components
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4. Correction to SLA data due to geocenter motion 

The geocenter motion stochastic model was then used to compute time corrections to 
the global sea level anomaly data.

First, each ocean grid with coordinates j, l was transformed from ellipsoidal to 
Cartesian coordinates assuming the height above the ellipsoid equal to zero (h = 0) 
[Lamparski 2001]:
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Source: authors’ study

Fig. 4. The stochastic geocenter motion model determined as weighted average of bright green 
lines (shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3) corresponding to pairs of different techniques
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Afterwards, the stochastic geocenter motion model [xg(t), yg(t), zg(t)] was added to 
the Cartesian coordinates of each ocean grid:
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The Cartesian coordinates corrected for geocenter motion model were transformed 
back to ellipsoidal coordinates using the following formulae [Lamparski 2001]:
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The Cartesian coordinates corrected for geocenter motion model can be also trans-
formed back to ellipsoidal coordinates using the following recursive formulae [Osada 
2009]: 
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This convergence is fast since h N<<  [Seeber 2003] and after computing precision 
of Nk  is less than 1 mm then: 
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Both methods of computing height above the ellipsoid give the same results.
Obtained during the transformation height above the ellipsoid h(t) is time correc-

tion to the SLA data due to geocenter motion.
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Figure 5 shows the maps of the time correction to the SLA data due to geocenter 
motion with the 35 days sampling intervals from February 2010 to November 2013. 
This correction was determined based on geocenter variations time series thus it is at 
the millimetre level.

5. Conclusion 

The time series of geocenter motion are actually determined from observations of all 
satellite geodesy techniques. For this reason it becomes important to propose a one 
general signal which will be represent geocenter motion taking into account the signals 
from all three satellites techniques. 

The wavelet based semblance filtering enables to compute common oscillations in 
two time series. Therefore this kind of filtering enables designate common oscillations, 
which then can be used to determine the stochastic model of geocenter motion. The 
geocenter motion model can be applied as various type of correction to the geophysical 
appointments which depend on position of the CM. 

The SLA data are taken into account many corrections, for example due to pole 
coordinates variations, but not include the correction resulting from geocenter motions. 
Thus, the correction to SLA data due to geocenter motions was purposed because the 
geocenter variations cause the systematic errors in the sea level anomalies data. 
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF USING CHOSEN JQUERY 
JAVASCRIPT COMPONENTS IN CREATING  
INTERACTIVE MAPS 

Karol Król, Lenka Szomorowa

Summary 

The availability, functionality and usability of interactive maps and digital representations of 
environment in Internet are on the rise. Their popularity results mainly form the technological 
progress and development of programming tools available as open source, and from the growing 
demands of users who are looking for specialist geoinformation services in Internet. The goal of 
this study is to analyse the possibilities of using chosen programming techniques and tools such 
as jQuery JavaScript components to creating interactive maps. JQuery was chosen because it is 
one of the most popular technology of making web applications. 
The analysis was possible thanks to tests of three web applications created on the basis of chosen 
scripts, available under open source licence. The research showed that jQuery library can be 
used to creating web map applications but in a limited scope. 

Keywords

map applications • web maps • digital representation

1. Introduction 

The computer techniques developed since 1950s are finding many new applications 
mainly in creation of maps and carrying out spatial analyses [Miś et al. 2001]. These 
tools more and more often take a form of web application, giving their users access to 
data by means of a web browser. 

Data available in Internet have different forms, from basic informational messages, 
through vertical portals (vortals) up to specialized systems of databases [Dziubiński 
2012]. In turn, web applications by which these data are available, can be graphically 
sophisticated, functional and useful and thus attractive to users. 

The number and availability of programming techniques are growing fast. The new 
technologies of making web applications, developed by communities of users, continue 
to emerge. The diversity of computer techniques means that they can be implemented 
in representations of digital data, including image geoinformation and geographic 
and cartographic data. Dąbrowski and Sawicki [2010] as well as Prus and Budz [2014] 
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suggest that the modern developments in information technology made digital forms 
of environment representation universally accessible. Longley et al. [2006] recognised 
advantages of this situation: relatively low cost of implementation, fast data transfer and 
simplicity of information retrieval. Barteleme [2005] and Gotlib et al. [2007] noticed 
that professional map services, gathering spatial data and enabling data analysis, are 
giving users the access to specialist geoinformation services.

Warcup [2004] and Kowalski [2012] observe the increasing popularity of Internet 
services, including localization and navigation ones, that take the form of tourist, road 
or city maps. Diverse geoinformation portals, including those run by the administration 
and local government, make more and more geodesic and cartographic data collections 
publicly available, and they can replace in the future printed sheets of topographic and 
reference maps. 

Various navigation interfaces and services displaying maps are constantly improved. 
In the initial phase of computer technology development, data were presented as static 
raster images. Then they were replaced by applications with many functions. But still 
few services offer the raster images that can be comfortably and interactively used 
[Wężyk et al. 2004]. 

The goal of the study is to analyse the possibilities of using chosen programming 
techniques and tools to creating interactive maps with a primary function of zooming 
in maps that have the form of raster files. 

2. Materials and methods 

The above-mentioned goal could be achieved thanks to three prototypic maps that are 
part of websites and are prepared on the basis of chosen open source scripts. The maps 
were created with the help of raster studies of local developments plans [Król and Salata 
2013] and a  tourist map and environmental protection forms [Pietroń 2012] of the 
Tomice commune (Małopolskie voivodeship, Wadowice district). 

Internet applications can be prepared by means of programming languages (PHP, 
Ajax, JavaScript, Java), libraries (OpenLayers, jQuery) or complex open source compo-
nents (GeoServer, PostgreSQL, PostGIS) [Delipetrev et al. 2014]. 

The assumption was made that the fundamental function of the proposed applica-
tions would be the presentation of spatial phenomena and its basic functionality – the 
possibility of magnifying its fragments. The application jQuery JavaScript was chosen, 
version 1.4x and 1.7x (jquery–1.7.js), issued on the 3rd of October 2011, which was 
embedded in hypertext as standard XHTML document. 

The first edition of jQuery was made available in 2006. The library has quickly 
gained recognition and became one of the most popular technologies used to creat-
ing web applications. Among its advantages are relatively simple implementation in 
the standard XHTML document structure, flexibility (it can be easily transformed 
and modified) and numerous possibilities of adding functionalities to it [Verens 2012, 
Bennet et al. 2014]. David [2011], McFarland [2012] and Li and Li [2013] believe that 
by using jQuery JavaScript library one can improve the process of creating websites 
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and increase their attractiveness by enhancing their interactivity and dynamic form of 
content presentation. 

The jQuery library is available under Open Source GNU General Public Licence 
and MIT (Licence X11), which give unlimited rights to use, copy, modify and distrib-
ute (including sale) the original or modified programme. Usage of complete scripts 
in a form of programming base is possible if the licence conditions are respected and 
requires only providing the information about its author. 

The programming base of used scripts was modified and given a graphic interface 
by means of cascading style sheets (CSS) that allow to define the presentation (display) 
form of a hypertext document. 

The basis for presented information were vector maps transformed into raster files. 
The presentation was than divided into rectangular (usually square) primary fields. The 
raster structure is a natural data structure of digital image. Individual raster cells are called 
pixels, which form a mosaic “representation”. This in turn can be interpreted by the user. 

The rasters in the project were saved with “*.jpg” or “*.png” extension. JPG (Joint 
Photographic Experts Groups) is one of the method of saving images. It is characterized 
by high degree of compression, smooth colour change and lack or small number of sharp 
edges and details. PNG (Portable Network Graphics) is a raster graphic file format that 
supports lossless data compression. Files with extension “*.png” have distinctly better 
quality than those with “*.jpg” extension and are only slightly larger in size. 

Raster graphics used in the projects of applications is a  result graphics, free and 
passive. It is called the “result graphics”, because it is the result of merging thematic 
layers and transformation to a raster file; it is free because there is no direct link of 
a created raster with GIS software; and it is passive because of its character. Moreover 
the raster graphics as a base for interactivity is not accompanied by additional informa-
tion and any databases. 

The applications that are prepared this way were located on the server (Table 1) and 
tested as to their validity and usability. 

Table 1. Internet addresses of applications developed with jQuery library 

 Use jQuery tool 
used Internet address

Zooming map of local development plan 
of the Tomice commune, fragment Cloud Zoom http://www.homeproject.pl/ZoomBox2

Zooming map of local development plan 
of the Tomice commune, fragment Image Lens http://www.homeproject.pl/ZoomLens

Tourist map and forms of environmental 
protection of the Tomice commune Gzoom http://www.homeproject.pl/ZoomBox3

Source: authors’ study

Validation in exact and computer sciences determines what action should be taken 
to ensure that the procedures, techniques and tools lead to predicted results. In the case 
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of web projects development it means verification of the syntax correctness of the web 
code by means of independent application or web browser plug-ins. 

The validation of the created applications was carried out with the use of a cross 
method. It consists in checking the syntax correctness of the code by at least two mutu-
ally independent tools [Król and Salata 2013]. The software of W3C (The W3C Markup 
Validation Service), the organisation setting the worldwide standards of creating 
websites was used, and the software HTML Validator, which is an extension of Mozilla 
Firefox web browser. 

The functionality of applications was added by means of such tools as jQuery Cloud 
Zoom, Image Lens and Gzoom. They enable to programme interactive zooming of the 
map view in the window of hypertext document browsers. The tools differ in program-
ming structures and the way the functions are made. 

JQuery Cloud Zoom and jQuery Image Lens are components that can magnify 
the detailed images. The tools can be used to presentation of raster graphic maps of 
large sizes, for example 4000 x 3000 px, in a small workspace window. The components 
display map miniature, which can be explored by means of an interactive lens. The 
fragment of a map under the lens is displayed as magnified in an additional window. 
In the case of jQuery Image Lens the interactive lens is at the same time the display 
window of the enlarged map. The magnifying lens is round and its attributes are defin-
able. It is the diameter and framing, among other things, that can be configured. 

The component jQuery Cloud Zoom in a basic version (the programming base) was 
developed and made available by R. Cecco [2015]. The jQuery Image Lens plugin was 
developed and presented by M. Soni [2015] as part of MIT License. 

JQuery Gzoom is a plugin that allows to zoom in and out the map view in a window 
of defined size. The characteristic feature of the script is a navigation menu as a hori-
zontal slide and navigation icons. Moreover the magnifying effect can be achieved by 
a computer mouse cursor. 

The basic version of the JQuery Gzoom plugin (the programming base) was devel-
oped and made available by G.B. Lenoci [2015] and is dual licensed under the MIT and 
GPL licences. 

The use of jQuery components presented in the study is free of license charge (also 
in commercial projects) and their source code can be freely modified. 

3. The examples of application 

Application of jQuery Cloud Zoom and Image Lens scripts is presented on the example 
of maps of land plots intended use in a local spatial development programme (MPZP) 
of the Tomice commune [Salata and Król 2012, Prus and Salata 2013]. 

JQuery Cloud Zoom allows to zoom in and explore a given raster file in a web browser 
window. The script can be used in maps services with frames that do no fill the whole space 
of a web browser window, which means that they take up only its fragment, e.g. 1000 px 
of a screen’s width. The component allows to develop a cartographic compilation of large 
size. The interactivity of jQuery Cloud Zoom is based on a rectangular zooming tool by 
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which a user can move through the map’s miniature. The area of user’s interest – being 
within the scope of a lens – is presented in a real time in a window next to it (Figure 1).  
The application is created according to XHTML 1.0 Strict specifications with Cloud 
Zoom v1.0.2 scripts and jQuery JavaScript Library v1.7 (Table 2). 

Source: authors’ study based on the part of the local spatial development programme of the Tomice commune 
[Król and Salata 2013]

Fig. 1. The example of jQuery Cloud Zoom usage in a  local spatial development plan of the 
Tomice commune 

Table 2. Web standards used in making the applications

Application Programming techniques and web 
standards used 

Zooming map of local development plan of the Tomice 
commune, fragment

Cloud Zoom v1.0.2
jQuery JavaScript Library v1.7
XHTML 1.0 Strict
Valid CSS 3.0

Zooming map of local development plan of the Tomice 
commune, fragment

jQuery Image Lens
jQuery JavaScript Library v1.4.2
XHTML 1.0 Transitional
Valid CSS 3.0

Tourist map and forms of environmental protection of the 
Tomice commune

jQuery Gzoom
jQuery UI CSS Framework
XHTML 1.0 Strict

Source: authors’ study
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Another application was created with jQuery Image Lens. The script allows for 
programming the image magnifying effect by interactive lens. The raster develop-
ment is magnified directly in its window which plays the role of magnifying glass 
(Figure 2). JQuery Image Lens can be used in presenting raster developments of rela-
tively large dimensions in small workspace window. The option of rounding up the 
lens can be used only in recent versions of web browsers. The application is created 
according to XHTML 1.0 Transitional with jQuery Image Lens and jQuery JavaScript 
Library v1.4.2.

Source: authors’ study

Fig. 2. JQuery Image Lens, map zooming in by round lens

In another application jQuery Gzoom component was used. The way the script 
works is shown on the example of tourist map and forms of environmental protec-
tion of the Tomice commune (Figure 3). The application was created according to 
XHTML 1.0 Strict specifications with jQuery Gzoom and jQuery UI CSS Framework 
(Table 2). 
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4. Results and conclusions 

Cross validation tests showed no syntax error in the structure layer (HTML) and 
presentation (CSS) of created web applications. 

Usability tests of created applications (user’s evaluation) allowed to characterise 
the proposed programming techniques and tools. The following advantages of the 
presented jQuery scripts can be singled out:
• the simplicity of applications structure and of transformation of the complete pro-

gramming base, simplicity of script implementation in the structure of hypertext 
document,

• the possibility of displaying relatively large raster graphic images in a limited work-
space window; the ergonomics of applications can be effectively designed and their 
usefulness increased,

• to add dynamics to static raster developments,
• universal applicability expressed by the possibility of launching the application in 

any web browser (provided it is updated), also when it is offline, on any data storage 
device,

Source: authors’ study based on Turystyczno-przyrodnicza mapa gminy Tomice [Pietroń 2012, Tomice 2015]

Fig. 3. Graphic form of navigation jQuery Gzoom 
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• the ease of modification and development of applications,
• no limits in implementation; the presented scripts can be embedded in any hyper-

text document, 
• non-invasive character of jQuery code, which can be entirely saved in an external 

JavaScript file; code separation is good for creation of universal scripts which can be 
used again in other applications,

• reliability and maintenance-free character; applications created on the basis of pre-
sented elements do not require maintenance or servicing,

• relatively low technical requirements and ability of processing data and their size; 
applications can be launched only if the user has updated web browser. 

Source: authors’ study

Fig. 4. The result of a syntax validation of a jQuery Image Lens code

The disadvantages of the presented jQuery scripts used to creating map develop-
ments:
• limited functionality, which boils downs to only magnifying raster maps view; it 

requires other techniques to increase interactivity and usefulness,
• possible divergence when displaying chosen navigation elements in different web 

browsers, or impossibility of their display; it largely results from the fact that web 
browsers are not adjusted to changing web standards,
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• technical limitations resulting from using raster files of a size more that a few mega-
bytes, which significantly limits the usefulness of the application or makes it useless 
on computers with slow Internet connection,

• the code becomes quickly out of date; some implementations are quickly replaced 
with the new and better ones due to the advance of programming techniques.

5. Recapitulation 

The conclusion of this study is based on analysis of structure and functioning of map 
components developed with chosen computer techniques and tools. In the article a few 
examples have been given of applications equipped with primary functionality that 
consists in interactive magnifying the map created as a raster file. 

The scripts jQuery presented in this study can be successfully used to browsing 
rather small maps, based on a raster file. Simplicity of their structures and implementa-
tion sets the limit of their functionality. The tests carried out and the characteristics 
of the presented applications prove that they are mostly effective when are they are 
components or fragments of a  larger, more advanced map service. They can be also 
used as an image information extension of a text, but the dynamics and interactivity of 
the information can be limited. 

The limited functionality of scripts are compensated by numerous advantages. 
The most important of them are accessibility, non-invasive character and simplicity 
of implementation and modification. They are called plugins, because at any time they 
can be plugged out of the base document and replaced by a newer, more functional and 
more useful version. That is why jQuery library is constantly developed and its new 
implementations and functions are continually created. 
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DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL AS A BASIS FOR DETERMINING 
THE FLOODLAND OF THE PRĄDNIK RIVER 

Urszula Litwin, Izabela Piech, Dawid Rakowski 

Summary

The modern technology gives us the possibility to make a Digital Terrain Model, which is more 
and more frequently used in various scientific fields. Localizing the floodland on the basis of 
Digital Terrain Model provides an insight into the reality and is relatively quick. 
On the basis of the materials from photogrammetric flight the Digital Terrain Model was pre-
pared, which was measured at the digital station “Delta”. The model has been supplemented by 
elements of land cover, that is meadows and pastures, built-up areas, roads, escarpments, forests 
and waters. By using the software Surfer a spatial (3-D) model of a studied area has been created. 
The floodland of the Prądnik river, when the water level is higher by 2 and 5 meters, have also 
been visualised.

Keywords 

Digital Terrain Model • orientation images • flood zone

1. Introduction 

The idea of a  Digital Terrain Model was developed in the late 1850s, and the first 
use of the term is attributed to two American engineers of Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. According to them DTM is a  simple statistical representation of the 
Earth’s surface consisting of large number of points with known terrain elevation 
coordinates X, y, Z. The current definition of DTM does not differ much from that of 
the American scientists, but was adjusted to modern technology and reads as follows: 
“Digital Terrain Model is a digital, point-based representation of a topographic eleva-
tion together with an interpolation algorithm that enables reconstruction of its shape 
in a  given area” [Kurczyński and Preuss 2011]. Usually a  DTM model is created by 
means of regularly or irregularly distributed points on the earth’s surface, which is 
supplemented by points describing specific, morphological forms of terrain. In order to 
construct comprehensive and useful DTM it is necessary to maintain topological rela-
tions between the measured elements and approximate model of reference surface. The 
surface of the Earth has infinite number of points representing it, and so the sampling 
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method, defining the model of the surface created must include special points, such as 
points of discontinuity. A specific model of the surface is related to a specific sampling 
model. Three commonly used methods of representing the Earth’s surface can be 
singled out: contour maps, rectangular mesh (grid) and triangulated irregular network 
(TIN) [El-Sheimy et al. 2005]. Contour maps with their isolines and known intervals 
between them are probably the most popular form of terrain spatial representation. 
A good example of this method are contour maps of different scales. The accuracy of 
these maps depends largely on the base on which the measurements are carried out. 
Maps created directly from aerial photographs and then printed on special plotters 
are characterized by higher accuracy than maps repeatedly processed. If contour maps 
are generated from point measurements the position of such an isoline must be inter-
polated. The grid is used by default and topographically the most simple relation of 
measured points. The density of points used by regular grid must reflect the complex-
ity of terrain height differences, and hence excessive number of measured points is 
required that would represent the land at an adequate level of accuracy. The grid cells 
must be evenly distributed in the whole area, and their size depends on the diversity of 
the terrain forms. Using the structure one needs to remember that relatively large cells 
of a regular grid do not determine the elevation of points located in their middle, and 
therefore it is recommended to be used in less diversified terrains. 

The accuracy of height determining in DTM is an average error of height interpo-
lated from already generated DTM. 

This error is detremined by: 
• errors of measurements data,
• the size of the cell generated for terrain surface representation,
• lay of the land diversity. 

2. The basic notions regarding farmlands and flood risk areas 

According to the Ordinance of the Minister of Regional Development and Construction 
of 29 of March 2001 on land and property register, farmlands can be generally divided 
into: agricultural lands, forest lands, wooded lands and bushlands, built-up and urban-
ized areas, lands under water, orchards of size below 0.1 ha and other lands smaller 
than 1 ha not included in the register. The first ones can be divided into: “arable lands, 
orchards, permanent grasslands, permanent pastures, built-up arable lands, lands under 
ponds and ditches. Forest lands and wooded lands and bushlands can be in turn divided 
into: forests and wooded lands and bushlands. The built-up and urbanized areas are 
divided into: residential areas, recreational and leisure areas, mining lands and trans-
portation areas”. Arable lands include lands cultivated regularly by machines, used for 
production purposes, lands used for growing wicker, hop, nurseries of ornamental trees 
and fallow lands. Orchards: lands larger than 0.1 ha planted with fruit trees and shrubs, 
fruit trees nurseries and vineyards. Permanent grasslands are in general lands covered 
with perennial vegetation, e.g. with grass, legumes or herbs, systematically mowed. 
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Permanent pastures, like grasslands, are covered with perennial vegetation, with the 
difference that they are not mowed, but grazed. Agricultural built-up areas include 
lands with residential buildings and other buildings used in agricultural production 
with some exceptions. Lands under ponds are the lands under water reservoirs, used 
to farming and keeping fish (exceptions: lakes and dams). Ditches are lands covered 
by drainage ditches [Rozporządzenie Ministra... 2001]. The flood risk areas are lands 
within the scope of water surges and are mapped out on historical data or theoretical 
research, which determine the probability of flood and local flooding in a given area. 
There are direct and potential risk areas. The former one are the areas directly adjacent 
to rivers or watercourses and areas in a direct vicinity of floodbanks whose crowns can 
be overflowed with water. The potential risk areas are exposed to destructive activity 
of waters in case of a floodbank’s break or its significant damage. The maps of flood 
risk areas enable the analysis of the flood threat and make it easier for local authorities 
to take decision that minimize the negative consequences of floods. To make a flood 
risk map one need first to collect historical data with maximal surge level of rivers or 
watercourses. Then the coordinates of water surface need to be determined in order to 
obtain its profile for a given flow. The boundary of a flood area is marked as an intersec-
tion of a water surface profile for a given flow and DTM obtained by photogrammetric 
methods. The obtained areas can be divided into direct and potential risk areas. On the 
basis of raster maps, geodesic profiles and the knowledge on hydrology, the final maps 
of flood risk are created [Drożdżal 2006]. 

3. The object of the study 

The object of the study was a part of the Zielonki commune, located at the basin of 
Białucha and Garliczka rivers. The commune belongs to the Małopolskie voivodeship, 
Kraków district, in the direct vicinity of administrative borders of the city of Kraków. 
Due to attractive location of the area, large number of built-up areas were noted in the 
study. The difficulty level of study could be determined as moderate. 

The material used to make DTM were the aerial photos taken by analogue camera 
RC20_13166, at a scale 1 : 13 000. The photos were obtained from The Marshall Office 
in Kraków. They were received in a digital form (with.tif extension) after prior scanning 
on a special photogrammetric scanner. 

After performing properly all the orientations, stereogram is prepared for vectori-
sation. Stereogram vectorisation is carried out using a  three-dimensional model. In  
the project one stereogram was created, which matches the vectorisation of an area of 
1665 ha (Figure 1). Then a contour map was obtained at a scale 1 : 10 000 (Figure 2). 

4. Generating a terrain spatial model and models of flood risk areas with 
the Surfer software 

To create a visualisation of a DTM in the Surfer software one needs to choose an appro-
priate number and scope of points that would represent the model. In the case of this 
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Source: authors’ study

Fig. 1. Vectorisation of a stereogram with the use of digital station “Delta”

Source: authors’ study 

Fig. 2. Contour map at 1 : 10 000
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study the model consists of all the situational details, vectorised at the photogrammetric 
station Delta, so it includes forests, grasslands, pastures, built-up areas, waters, roads 
and escarpments. The digital station allows to save the project as a text file, in which 
vectorised objects are broken into points with appropriate geodesic coordinates. The 
structure of a text file generated by the Delta software requires improvement, because 
in each layer objects are specified, and only in them points coordinates are detailed. 
To proceed to creation of a model Surfer needs to constantly save files separated by 
spaces or tab characters. To remove the redundant lines Microsoft Excel was used. The 
terrain model was developed on the basis of 27 187 points. The model of a river was 
constructed on the points generated by means of digitalization, elevated by appropriate 
values of flood risk areas by 2 and 5 meters. The Surfer software automatically creates 
the grid on the basis of previously generated points. In the study three grid models 
were created: for the terrain surface, for the river with water surface level elevated by 
2 m, and for the river with water surface elevated by 5 m. All grids were smoothed by 
Gaussian filtering. 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show Digital Terrain Models of a studied terrain, including flood 
risk areas. 

Source: authors’ study

Fig. 3. The Digital Terrain Model
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Source: authors’ study 

Fig. 4. Specifying the flood risk areas. The water surface elevated by 2 m

Source: authors’ study 

Fig. 5. Determining the flood risk areas. The water surface elevated by 5 m
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5. Conclusions 

Fast technological development leads to visualization of the surrounding world and 
is the source of problems related with it, and simultaneously the scientific progress in 
photogrammetry enables frequent use of photogrammetric materials in studies of land 
use and development. 

The advantage of using photogrammetric methods lies in that the results of the 
measurements or the photogrammetric records can be worked out indoors, which 
means the whole process can be carried out independent of weather conditions. The 
photogrammetric flight, though proceeded by long preparation, is a  source of rich 
material and its scope can encompass e.g. several communes. The accuracy of measure-
ment in creating DTM is very high. The technological progress in measuring cameras 
allows for taking photogrammetric digital pictures free from errors that would have 
been unavoidable in the scanning of pictures. Due to the location of many built-up 
areas in river valleys, the specification of flood risk areas on the basis of DTM with 
elements of its cover, is a basis for communal and district authorities for taking preven-
tive actions when there is a risk of floods or/and local flooding. 
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THE ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL USE OF MOUNTAIN 
VILLAGE GRASSLANDS – ON THE EXAMPLE OF THEIR 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT 

Renata Ostrowska 

Summary 

The agriculture in mountain areas is still one of the main sources of income for their inhabit-
ants. The faulty land layout of highly fragmented farms and dispersion of lands have no positive 
impact on their agricultural use. However, abandoning agricultural production due to the func-
tions it fulfils in these areas for the cultural landscape, natural biodiversity, is neither imaginable 
nor even possible. Clean natural environment, friendly to organic farming and favourable con-
ditions to livestock and pasture farming still make the agriculture an important economic activ-
ity in these regions. The economic significance of agriculture in mountain and sub-mountain 
regions has been decreasing, because tillage of these lands requires more effort and its produc-
tions costs are higher. That is why the financial support for these regions is necessary. The study 
attempts to prove the following: because the agriculture in these regions is based on traditional 
livestock and pasture farming, these lands are agriculturally useful, especially when they are 
used as grasslands. The study was carried out in a mountain village Polski Spisz (near Nowy 
Targ) that has one of the highest land fragmentation index, where the average 5 ha farm consists 
of 45 land plots (parcels), and the mean size of a land plot designed for grassland is only 0.1 ha. 
In the whole village there are almost no parcels larger than 1 ha that would be appropriate for 
tractor tillage. It is necessary to carry out rural management works and to transform agricultural 
lands, change the current structure of land use by significant reduction of arable lands in favour 
of grasslands. 

Keywords 

layout of farms • spatial structure of a village • mountain regions 

1. Introduction 

The proper development of Polish agriculture is impeded by many unfavourable 
factors. Therefore the government agricultural policy is all the more important. Clear 
and appropriate principles of rural areas development haven’t been established yet. 
Moreover, developmental strategies of the communes are devoid of any vision of 
village development and the spatial development plans do not meet the expectations of 
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rural population [Pijanowski and Pijanowski 2003]. High unemployment, poor spatial 
structure of farms, large share of marginal lands in the total area of agricultural land, 
infrastructure underdevelopment are one of the main problems of Polish rural areas 
[Kłodziński 1999]. 

The agriculture in mountain regions, which still is one of the main sources of 
income for mountain population, deserves special attention. Mountain farming has 
always been difficult. It had to tackle with all sorts of factors that are unfavourable 
to farming and are typical of mountain regions. High degree of land fragmentation 
and relatively large farms are characterized by low agricultural productivity related to 
difficult physiographic conditions. Environmental factors are essentially limiting the 
possibility of farming in these areas [Twardy 2008]. Apart from harsh climate and poor 
soils the major difficulty is highly varied topography with height differences and slopes. 
The farms have defective land layouts and their average size is from 2 to 5 ha. The farms 
consist from a few to a dozen or so land plots whose size rarely exceeds 30–50 ares. 
Hence the farms in the southern Poland are on average two times and the lands plots 
are even four times smaller than those in other regions of our country [Woch 2001]. 
Due to the hard farming conditions prevailing in these terrains most of the farming, 
not long ago, was done manually, especially by harvesting and care. Using horses was 
limited mainly to transport of crops and preparing the soil for sowing. Soil cultivated 
this way lessens unfavourable impact of parcels’ layout for productivity, but contributed 
to permanent degradation of terrain structure. 

The current land fragmentation in mountain villages is related mostly to the size of 
land plots. The average size of a farm is similar to what is in neighbouring regions, but 
a mountain farm usually has two to three times more small parcels than other farms. 
The mountain villages with the greatest land fragmentation can be found e.g. in the 
regions of Spisz and Orawa. The average farm there consists of a few dozen land plots of 
a dozen or so ares. There can be often found farms consisting of more than 100 parcels 
located far away from the farm house. The significance of farming in these regions of 
Poland is diminishing, because the possibilities of land use are strictly limited and the 
production costs significantly higher [Kostuch and Twardy 2004, Kurek et al. 1978]. 
It does not mean however that agricultural production in mountain areas, though it 
is less efficient and productive, has no future. On the contrary, abandoning it seems 
unimaginable and even impossible, because it fulfils important functions for these areas 
[Bätzing 2002]. These areas play an increasingly important role in the environment 
and landscape protection and in maintaining social structure of villages [Fatyga 1995, 
2009, Górecki 1993]. Agriculture in these areas should be environmentally friendly and 
based on traditional livestock and pasture farming, because permanent grasslands play 
a favourable role in the mountains. These areas should be maintained and agricultur-
ally used, even if it requires constant financial support. 

The aim of the article is demonstrate the agricultural usefulness of lands in moun-
tain areas on the example of their spatial layout, with particular emphasis on the lands 
used as grasslands, due to the specificity of the mountain agriculture as based on tradi-
tional livestock and pasture farming. 
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2. Material and methods 

The analysis of parcels’ layout was carried out on the example of a village Łapsze Wyżne, 
where there is a exceptionally high land fragmentation. The village is situated in the 
mountain areas, in Polski Spisz, near Nowy Targ. The area of the village covers 1200 
ha, of which 12% are forests, slightly more than 70% are arable lands (Table 1). Half of 
the latter are arable lands, and the rest is designed for grasslands, mainly meadows. In 
Łapsze Wyżne there are 171 farms with separate farm houses and of mean size of less 
than 5 ha of agricultural lands. The average farm consists of 45 parcels, the majority of 
which are arable lands (55.3%), and the rest is used as meadows (38.3%), more rarely 
as pastures (6.4%). The mean size of parcels designed for grasslands is less than 10 ares. 

The general data concerning the farms’ layout in the studied village are determined 
on the basis of information collected in the land register. Due to the laboriousness of 
the studies on land fragmentation in the whole village, the emphasis has been put on 
a group of 208 grasslands parcels that constitutes around 5% of their total number. The 
basic layout parameters of the chosen plots have been determined, such as their size, 
length, width, distance from a farm’s house. To make a general characteristics of land 
plots layout the so-called layout costs have been used. This means that all tillage costs 
dependent on the size of a parcel and its spatial layout have been included, as well as the 
costs of turning manoeuvres, transit across land plots, conservation of headlands and 
field margins, and crop losses at the fields’ borders. 

The layout costs were assessed on the assumption of full mechanization of the tillage 
process and yielding of grasslands of 3 tons per hectare [Harasimowicz and Kubowicz 
1994]. 

Table 1. Land use in the village of Lapłsze Wyżne 

Type of agricultura land Size  
[ha] The share of agricultural lands [%] Share of arable lands  

[%]

 – arable lands
 – meadows 
 – pastures
Total agricultural lands

465.51
322.86

53.62
841.99

55.3
38.3
 6.4

100.00

39.13
27.13

4.51
70.77

 Forests 331.46 – 27.86

Developed lands 11.89 – 1.00

Roads and other lands 4.40 – 0.37

Total area 1189.75 – 100.00

The variability range of studied land plots’ layout features was presented by means 
of distribution of these features and shown in Figures 1–3. Apart from the relative 
number of land plots in adopted class ranges, the charts show mean values of chosen 
layout features. It allowed the feature analysis of land plots belonging to singled out 
class ranges to be more comprehensive.
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3. The results 

A family farm in Łapsze Wyżne consists on average of several dozen grassland land 
plots, of which 74% is used as meadows and 26% as pastures. More than 20 ares is 
considered to be a good size of land plot to horse tillage and more than 1 ha – to tractor till-
age [Pruszczyk and Żurawski 1989]. The large majority of land plots in Łapsze Wyżne 
(some 90%) is not suitable for horse tillage, as they do not exceed 20 ares (Figure 1). 
Almost half of these plots (over 40%) has a size below 5 ares, around 20% have 5–10 
ares. The tillage on these plots is costly and not very profitable. The parcels of 10–20 
ares constitute around 25% of all the parcels in the studied village. Only around 10% of 
grassland parcels is bigger than 20 ares and they are sufficiently large for horse tillage. 
In these hard conditions the power of horses is also quite often used to arable land till-
age. However there are no land plots bigger than 1 ha that could by efficiently managed 
by tractors. 

Source: author’s study

Fig. 1. The distribution and size of grassland parcels 
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The average length of land plots in Łapsze Wyżne is 92 m. The optimal plot’s length 
for horse tillage is considered to be above 70–100 m, and for tractors – 150–200 
[Cymerman et al. 1982, Pijanowski 1989]. The length of around 30% of land plots does 
not exceed 50 m (Figure 2) and they are too short even for horse tillage, as many of 
them is smaller than 5 ares. The tillage costs on these land plots are often higher than 
10 cereal unit per ha. Plots used as permanent grasslands cover 38% of agricultural 
lands, and their length (50–100 m) are usually suitable for horse tillage. However the 
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average size of these parcels (5–15 ares) in some cases differs from proper size of parcel 
suitable for using power of horses. Tillage costs in these parcels are quite low with just  
3 cereal units per ha. That large number of plots long enough for horse tillage is a result 
of shaping the land fragmentation in the past when horses in agriculture were univer-
sally used.

The width of a parcel has little impact on the efficiency of production processes. But 
as the parcels become narrower, the yield decreases due to the losses of crops at the field 
margins along the longer lines. The minimum width limit of parcels for horse tillage is 
considered 20–30 m, and for tractor tillage 30–70 m. 

In the studied village there are unfavourable widths and sizes of parcels designed for 
grasslands. The mean width of these parcels is just 11 m and is about two times smaller 
than the width considered to be suitable for horse tillage and unsuitable for tractor 
tillage. Almost half of grassland parcels in the village (48%) is 5–10 m wide (Figure 3). 
This, together with the problem of parcels’ small sizes and faulty layout, contributes to 
the fact that tillage cost of these parcels exceeds 7 cereal units per ha. Some 15% of the 
studied parcels are less than 5 m wide and of 90 m long on average, with the tillage costs 
above 8 cereal units per ha. 

In Łapsze Wyżne there are meadow and pastures plots wider than 20–30 m (around 
8%), suitable for horse tillage, not mentioning tractor tillage. There are no parcels with 
proper widths that allow the farmer to maintain low tillage costs. 

Source: author’s study

Fig. 2. The distribution of grassland parcels depending on their length 
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4. Conclusions 

The village of Łapsze Wyżne has always been typically rural. The large proportion of the 
working age population (60%) is actively engaged in agriculture, and the agricultural 
production is one of the main sources of income for the village inhabitants. 

The agriculture, according to the commune developmental strategy, is to fulfil 
a  complementary function, with a  limited pace of development that maintains its 
mountain character and is based on family farms. The village is to be entrepreneurial 
with modern all year-round tourism and active organic farming. 

Today in Łapsze Wyżne there is a huge land fragmentation, which is highly unfa-
vourable for the agriculture production. The fragmentation is a result of past land divi-
sions and natural conditions, mainly the diversity of the lie of the land. Hard terrain 
conditions meant that many tillage task were done manually. It contributed to land 
fragmentation. The average farm in a studied village of 5 ha consists of 45 land plots, 
almost half of which are grassland parcels of mean size around 10 ares. 

Unfavourable parcels’ layout in Łapsze Wyżne is related mainly to their too small 
size and width. The size of grassland parcels does not exceed 30 ares, and only a few 
percent of them ranges between 20 and 30 ares. The problem of parcels’ size is related 
to the that of their width, as 90% of them is narrower than 15–20 m. Therefore there 
are no grassland parcels suitable for tractor tillage, and only small number of them has 
layouts good for horse tillage. 

Source: author’s study

Fig. 3. The distribution of grassland parcels depending on their width 
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Another unfavourable parameter of land plots in Łapsze Wyżne is the their mean 
length – around 100 m. Therefore their length doesn’t differ much from the length 
regarded as good even for tractor tillage, but around 30% of parcels in the studied area 
is more than 50 m long, which means they are definitely too short and make the tillage 
much more difficult.

In spite a high degree of land fragmentation in Łapsze Wyżne and only supplemen-
tary function of agriculture ascribed to it in the developmental strategy, the favour-
able traits for agricultural production, typical of the southern Poland, can be easily 
found in the area. It is most of all the good state of agricultural environment enabling 
the development of food production. One can also use the labour-intensive tools of 
agricultural production that could create a competition with national production and 
exports. If agriculture is to play only the supplementary role and be based on tradi-
tional livestock and pasture farming, rural management works and transformation of 
agricultural lands need to be carried out, the introduction of food production zoning 
and changing the structure of tillage. The research on the ways of land use in the moun-
tain areas shows that the current structure of land use should be changed [Twardy 
2009]. It results from economic and environmental premises. Two main reasons for it 
are that the agriculture in mountain areas is less productive than in other areas and that 
the environment is being degraded. Considerable reduction of arable lands in favour 
of increasing the share of grasslands in the structure of farmlands and cultivated lands, 
is necessary. Permanent grasslands in mountains play a very beneficial role, are more 
suitable for environmental conditions prevailing in higher parts of the mountains, and 
so they dominate in the share of crops. And one should not forget about the protection 
of high quality soils which in these regions are rare and are not extensive. In the Polish 
mountains fallow lands are becoming a  problem. The fallowing of lands can in the 
coming years become an issue in cultivation of lands, because the instruments used 
up to now, regarding support for farms, have proven not sufficiently effective when it 
comes to cultivation of abandoned lands [Kuźniar et al. 2014]. Due to current situation 
in mountain agriculture and the resulting less profitability of production, the share of 
fallow lands would be increasing. In the coming years in these areas people would give 
up agricultural activity [Sroka 2008]. In order to keep these areas as low-expenditure 
land use it is necessary to continually financially support them. Urgent changes in these 
regions are indispensable, introduced on the level of government politics and mountain 
agriculture. The development of agriculture should ensure the proper and collision-
free development of recreational functions and environmental protection. The envi-
ronmentally and culturally valuable mountain areas should maintain and develop their 
economic functions, including agricultural. The knowledge of the specificity and basic 
functions of mountain areas is indispensable to understand that a different approach 
is needed when formulating the developmental strategies and planning the support for 
these areas [Czudec 2004]. 
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REVITALIZATION – DEFINITION, GENESIS, EXAMPLES1 

Małgorzata Wilczkiewicz, Magdalena Wilkosz-Mamcarczyk 

Summary 

In the paper a definition of revitalization and the term’ origins in practical use are presented. The 
examples of cities, districts, post-industrial areas are given, which, thanks to revitalization pro-
cesses, have been changed from vacant places and wastelands into objects with new, attractive 
functions. Among the objects described in the article are: Berlin’s districts Kreuzberg, Nature 
Park Schöneberg Südgelände, Promenade plantée of Paris and American: High Line Park, 
Brooklyn Bridge Park and Freshkills Park. Moreover the paper addresses the issue of Detroit, 
the city which is being subjected to comprehensive revitalization. The presented examples have 
confirmed that urban centres are degraded by manifold factors, mainly social and economic, 
and that their revitalization requires the use of specific, individualized solutions compatible with 
the need of a given object. 

Keywords 

revitalization • social participation • green areas in the process of revitalization 

1. Introduction and definition 

The term “revitalization” has become especially popular in recent years. It is used not 
only in reference to changes in urban planning and landscape, but also in everyday life 
to describe various forms of revival (spiritual, fitness, material situation). The idea itself 
and definition of “revitalization” arose in the United States (in the middle of nineteenth 
century). A.F. Clarke Wallace, an anthropologist specializing mainly in studying the 
culture of American Indians, was the first to propose the term “revitalization move-
ment”, which he defined as efforts of members of a society to construct more satisfy-
ing culture by inner revival [Wallace 1956]. The theory was put into practice under 
the influence of events that took place in the USA and were related to problems of 
black Americans minority, inhabitants of poor districts and slums with high crime and 
unemployment rates. 

1 The article is based on a doctoral thesis of Magdalena Wilkosz-Mamcarczyk supervised by Prof.  
A. Mitkowska and Dr K. Hodor, prepared at Faculty of Architecture (now in review). 
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The term “revitalization” has been used in various meaning depending on the disci-
pline (architecture, social sciences, economics etc). This flexibility was the result of 
gathering new experiences and the development of more conscious society increas-
ingly interested in co-deciding about their environment was still growing. Today the 
revitalization is defined as a  many-sided effort including revalorization, restoration, 
reconstruction, modernization, and actions aimed at revival of a  building, district 
or a  town devastated in various aspects, also economic and social [Pawłowska and 
Swaryczewska 2002]. K. Skalski, moreover, determines the factors, such as society, local 
and state authorities, and other institutions, that can initiate and shape the developmen-
tal processes of a given area [Skalski 1996]. However each definition stresses the special 
importance of social participation (also as a distinctive element of revitalization, and 
not of other forms of activity related to conservation or renovation) as a indispensable 
tool to carrying out the process (which is often decisive of its final success).

The European Union policy plays the leading role in supporting the revitalization 
(also financially) in Europe. The EU legal framework regulating the process has been in 
force since a few decades. The revitalization activity have become particularly important 
for states in view of the existing arrangements and ideals of sustainable development, 
including those written in such documents as the Territorial Agenda and Leipzig Charter. 
Hence in the revitalization processes the attention is drawn to revival of already inhabited 
(urban) areas, which with the passing of time have lost its functions. To summarize the 
currently used definition of revitalization, one might say that it is a form of action, being 
a part of urban policy, effecting the whole life of a city, the action combining respect for 
the past and local traditions with solving local problems of inhabitants. 

2. Goals and methods 

The goal of the study is to present the methods and possibilities of applications of a revi-
talization process in Berlin and Paris and American cities. The selection of examples is 
justified by pioneering successful efforts (e.g. Berlin) and the American case (Detroit) 
shows the reasons of degeneration of urban fabric and identifies the moment in which 
revitalization is necessary. Moreover the approach of the Western countries can help 
the countries of Eastern Europe to use their experiences related to renewal and revital-
ization of post-industrial areas, neglected districts and wastelands often being the after-
math of the communist era (it applies especially to Bulgaria, Romania and Albania). 
The research method include the study of the literature about revitalization and studies 
in situ carried out by the authors in Berlin. 

3. Genesis 

The first signals for the environmental protection and improving the standard of 
living of present and future generations came from the speech of the United Nations 
Secretary General S. U Thant given in 1969. The industrial development in cities (in 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries) gave rise to conflicts and created contrasts related 
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to scale and form of urban development. These processes have influenced in turn the 
excessive demographic growth and contributed to creating two social groups: capital-
ists and workers (coming mostly from rural areas and moving to cities in search of 
a job). As a result of great inflow of rural population to cities many low quality flats (of 
small living area, without bathrooms, toilets, sunlight). As a remedy to this situation 
new ideas and plans of functional arrangement of increasingly dysfunctional urban 
structures were created. After the Second World War, as a result of deurbanization and 
destruction, many cities were rebuilt on the basis of various design concepts. In Great 
Britain, Germany and France special instructions were accepted on the principles of 
rebuilding urban areas while taking into consideration the needs for creating commu-
nication networks and introducing green areas into cities. In post-war years, apart from 
the efforts to rebuild the cities, an idea of constructing the so-called block of flats gained 
popularity, reinforced by the approach of socialist realism and functionalism policies. 
Their originator, Le Corbusier, wanted to make decent place of residence (surrounded 
by greenery) for workers. And to meet that demand the “machines for living” or block 
housing estates were constructed – and the concept was greeted with approval espe-
cially in highly industrialized cities where this kind of buildings perfectly met the 
housing needs of workers. Unfortunately block housing estates failed as an idea, which 
was proved by the American urban housing project Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, Missouri, 
designed by Minoru Yamasaki. The estate was built in line with the Le Corbusier’s prin-
ciples, the houses were well lit and surrounded by large spaces designed for nurseries, 
playing fields and greenery. These more “comfortable” living conditions, that did not 
take into account communication networks with work places, together with high social 
benefits for members of the community that lowered their incentive to find a job and 
encouraged the reactions of vandalism, crime and aggression. It was mainly the black 
American population that devastated their flats and the surroundings, which led to 
a decision to destroy the housing project. And it was realized that new and better solu-
tions are needed, including preparing the social programs [Jencks 1987].

The first example of proper and successful revitalization in Europe can be found 
in Berlin. As a  result of the war the city was divided into zones influenced by the 
Soviet Union and Western Allies, and for that reason, after political transformations, 
the city faced challenge to harmonize the urban tissue. The fall of the Berlin Wall in 
1989 was preceded by two permanent architecture exhibitions (1979–1987), interna-
tional (Internationale Bauausstellung, IBA) and the Berlin exhibition (Bauausstellung 
Berlin GmbH), which were intended to introduce new standards, integrating the urban 
substance, and improving the standard of living. The area of IBA covered more than 
twenty architecture and urban planning complexes. Among the areas subjected to revi-
talization process was Kreuzberg. 

4. Examples 

The district Kreuzberg and its quarter Block 103 (Figure 1) before the fall of the Berlin 
Wall was a densely populated area with low standard architecture. The project of the 
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revitalization was based on the idea of participation of inhabitants, maintaining the 
technical standards, environmentally friendly solutions and open process of taking 
decisions. In view of that principle the nineteenth century model of quarters’ hous-
ing development was adopted, consisting, in alternate use, of residential functions and 
service facilities. The process of revitalization was realized in consultation with the local 
community (participatory design) and each of the building was treated individually. 
During the renovation activities local economy was supported – local services were 
used and building materials were provided by local suppliers (twelve commandments 
of mild revitalization)2. Due to the concerns of inhabitants about the costs of using 
the apartments, the principle was established “you pay for what you have used”, and 
economic and ecological solutions were adopted in line with the principle of sustain-
able development [Drapella-Hermansdorfer 2005]. 

2 The mild revitalization included: using local services, inhabitants participation in decision making 
(including financial ones), maintaining the district character, changes in the function and spatial 
structure of a  building adjusted to modern lifestyle; staging of works; introducing of greenery; 
paying attention to public spaces; spatial planning; decision should be agreed on with the commu-
nity; systematic financial aid; new institutional arrangements; all principles should be respected 
long after the renovation is carried out [Wołoszyn 2008].

Photo by M. Wilkosz-Mamcarczyk 2014 

Fig. 1. Housing development of Kreuzberg district 
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New housing development, using recycling, solar systems and prudent water 
management produced the expected results and was the successful example of revi-
talization not only to other German cities but also to the whole Europe. Today the 
decades-long history of Kreuzberg and its Block 103 is presented in a museum located 
in the district, and its multicultural nature and its specificity are celebrated at the annual 
Carnival of Cultures during the Pentecost weekend. 

The revitalization processes covered also post-industrial areas. At the site of the old 
railway hub Schöneberger Südgelände in Berlin, destroyed during the Second World 
War. I. Kowarik and A. Langer designed there a nature park, while maintaining the 
elements that previously marked this landscape: railway tracks, water towers and other 
fragments of railway of infrastructure (preserving the identity of the place) [Drapella-
Hermansdorfer 2006]. The Schöneberger Südgelände Nature Park is now an extremely 
interesting element of the city’s landscape, serving as a place of leisure and recreation, 
as well as educational garden with almost 400 plant species. In the buildings of the old 
steam engine depot workshops for children are organized that focus on the flora and 
fauna of the site (Figure 2). 

Photo by M. Wilkosz-Mamcarczyk 2014

Fig. 2. The Schöneberger Südgelände Nature Park 
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The Paris linear park Promenade plantée established at the end of the nineteenth 
century was an inspiration to later High Line Park in New York. The walking trails are 
situated 10 meters above the ground and are meant for passive and active way of recrea-
tion. There are cycling routes as well as the art centre (Figure 3). 

Photo by M.Z. Wilczkiewicz 2014 

Fig. 3. The park Promenade plantée in Paris 

Other examples of successful revitalization of post-industrial areas are some of the 
American parks. As a result of efforts of New York inhabitants to revitalize wastelands 
in 2003 a contest for High Lane Park was arranged3. In 2009 the first and in 2011 the 
second part of the park was opened. The composition refers to the old purpose of  
the site by paths constructed of railway ties, and the materials used emphasize the  
post-industrial nature of the place and its tradition. The visitors, surrounded by 
greenery, can watch the streets of New York and buildings situated along the Hudson 
River (Figure 4). There are also such attractions as grass platforms and amphitheatre 
[Wilczkiewicz 2012]. 

3 The project of the park was realized by DillerScofidio + Renfro and JamezCorner Field Operations, 
a firm specializing in landscape architecture, and a gardner Pier Oudolf [Bighorse 2010].
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Photo by M.Z. Wilczkiewicz 2013

Fig. 4. High Lane Park

Brooklyn Bridge Park is located on the 35 hectares area of East River waterfront 
(Figure 5). Many elements of the park are meant for leisure and recreation purposes: 
beaches, playground for children, water sports, and angling facilities. The project was 
realized by a firm Van Valkenburgh Associates, with the involvement of local commu-
nity. In the constructed bay one can practice canoeing and enjoy the surrounding from 
a beauty spot [Wilczkiewicz 2013]. 

Another park in New York, Staten Island – Freshkills park is being created at the site 
where from 1984 till 2001 was a landfill. Moreover since 2001 the debris from Ground 
Zero were brought here and only in 2004 a rehabilitation project of the site started. It is 
about to be almost three times the size of Central Park and meant to become a symbol 
of large scale revitalization [Freshkills Park]. The hills created as a result of heaping of 
rubbish would be used as observation points, with a view of the centre of Manhattan, 
and the methane emitted in the place is to be used to illuminate the area. Adequate 
habitats for plants and animals are going to be created. The works to create the park are 
going to be carried out in stages, and each consecutively finished section is going to be 
open to visitors [Wilczkiewicz 2012]. 
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Photo by M.Z. Wilczkiewicz 2014

Fig. 5. Brooklyn Bridge Park 

A special example of a city which as a whole would be subjected to the process of 
revitalization is Ditroit. The city condition was worsening since the 1950s. There were 
numerous attempts of reviving it, but these projects failed. Once the automotive indus-
try power, today the city with high unemployment and low number of inhabitants. As 
a result of financial problems the city declared bankruptcy in 2013. The reasons of the 
city demise are attributed mainly to lack of industry diversification and existence of 
strong unions. The situation was worsened by the competition of Japanese and Korean 
car manufacturers and government policy. The greatest problems are experienced by 
the black population of Detroit (about 82% of all inhabitants), who with the expansion 
of car industry arrived in Detroit to look for jobs. The landscape of the city are desolate 
factories, ruins of churches, schools, apartment buildings. 

The discussed example is of particular importance because at present the ideas 
emerge (“Detroit Future City”) to revitalize Detroit by means of deliberately shaped 
systems of greenery and renewable energy resources in line with the principle of sustain-
able development. Around the centre two rings of green of great natural value are going 
to be created. The first one would be located in post-industrial areas, the second one 
formed of forest areas. This system is to contribute to a change of housing development 
style (changes in spatial development plans). In the future the city of Detroit is meant to 
become a centre of scientific, educational and cultural centre [Trębacz 2013].
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5. Conclusions 

The presented examples confirm that the issues causing the degradation of city centres 
are diverse and depend mostly on social and economic factors, which means that there 
solutions must be individualized, adjusted to the needs of a place. 

The study, carried out as part of theme no DS 3371/KGPiAK/2015,  was financed by a  grant 
awarded by Ministry of Science and Higher Education.
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